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We introduce new reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces W^m,n)(D) on unbounded 
plane regions D. We study linear non-homogeneous hyperbolic partial differential equation 
problems on D with solutions in various reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. We establish 
existence and uniqueness results for such solutions under appropriate hypotheses on the 
driver. Stability of solutions with respect to the driver is analyzed and local uniform 
approximation results are obtained which depend on the density of nodes. The local 
uniform approximation results required a careful determination of the reproducing kernel 
Hilbert spaces on which the elementary differential operators d /d x  and d /d t  are bounded. 
We apply these findings to second order hyperbolic partial differential equations to assist 
us in demonstrating the aforementioned local uniform approximation results. Finally, 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces have been widely used in pure and applied 
mathematics. In the early twentieth century, Zaremba introduced reproducing kernel spaces 
for the first time in his study of boundary value problems for harmonic and biharmonic 
functions [28, 29]. The general theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces was established 
independently by Aronszajn [2] and Bergman [3] in 1950. More recently, reproducing 
kernel Hilbert spaces on a closed bounded interval Wjm[a, b] and a closed bounded rectangle 
w Jm,n)([a,b] x [c,d ] )  were introduced by Cui and Lin [6, 7] while studying the Sobolev 
spaces W m,J; the reproducing kernels of these spaces proved to be piecewise polynomial 
functions. Subsequent extension of these reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces to unbounded 
intervals and bounded rectangles in the plane have seen a vast number of applications; see 
[7] and the references contained therein. All these spaces are clearly embeddable in Sobolev 
spaces.
Let E  be a nonempty set, and let [%, {■,■)) be a Hilbert space of continuous real­
valued functions on E  .A  function k : E x E ^  R is a reproducing kernel of H  if k (■,0) e H , 
for all 0 e E and {h, k (0, ■)) = h(0 ) for all 0 e E and for all h e H. A Hilbert space possessing 
a reproducing kernel is called a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, abbreviated RKHS. For 
example, H  = { f  : [0,1 ] ^  R : f  is an absolutely continuous function on [0,1 ] and f ' e 
L2[0 ,1]}  equipped with the inner product
{^ z ) = y (0)z (0) + y ' (x )z ' (x )dx
is a RKHS with reproducing kernel function k (•, ■) given by
k (^  y ) = 1 + 1 (x + y - 1x -  y|).
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Since their inception, reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces have seen increasing use for 
solving not only partial differential equations but integral and ordinary differential equations 
as well. Recently reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces have attracted the attention of many 
researchers (e.g. [1, 13, 26, 27]) especially after Cui and Lin [7] developed the reproducing 
kernel Hilbert spaces W2n[a,b] and w2jm’n') (̂ [a,b] x [c,d]), and used them to help solve a 
wide variety of linear and nonlinear problems.
Hyperbolic partial differential equations play a fundamental role in pure and applied 
mathematics, physics, engineering, and other scientific fields. One such equation, the 
telegraph equation, serves to mathematically model electrical transmission along a linear 
wire when the current may leak to ground [20]. Fix constants a  > fi > 0 and y  > 0 and 
consider
vtt(x , t ) -  y 2Vxx(x , t ) + 2a vt (x , t ) + J32v (x , t ) = f  (x , t ) (1.1)
on the semi-infinite domain = {(x, t ) : 0 < x < oo, 0 < t < 1}, subject to homogeneous 
initial conditions:
v (x ,0) = 0 = vt (x ,0) if 0 < x < oo. (1.2)
Equation (1.1) is called the one-dimensional, non-homogeneous telegraph equation. 
In this case, v(x, t) represents the current at position x and time t in the linear cable. The 
constants in equation (1.1) are given by
1 ( G  R \  2 „ „  , .
a  = 2 [C  + L j  , fi = L C , and Y
RG 1
L C ,
where G is the conductance to ground, R is the resistance of the transmission line, C is the 
capacitance to ground, and L is the inductance of the wire [20], [16].
In this dissertation, we focus on new reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces on plane 
regions, existence and uniqueness to hyperbolic partial differential equations, and bound­
edness of differential operators on these spaces. We present three articles in this work.
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We have two goals in the first article. Our first aim is to show that a common proof 
(e.g. [10, 14, 17, 21, 25]) of boundedness of partial differential operators is incorrect. 
Our second purpose is to introduce general tools for showing boundedness of linear partial 
differential operators on binary reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. We illustrate the use of 
these tools by showing that the telegraph operator
T
d2 2 d2 „ d
d t2 -  Y d x 2 + 2 a ~dt + S
2
is a bounded from W2(3,3)([a, b] x [c, d ]) into W(1,1\ [ a ,  b] x [c, d]).
In the second article, we introduce a new family of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces 
in the semi-infinite strip = [0, oo) x [0,1] in the xt-plane which are not embeddable in 
any Sobolev space on Q TO. We show that the reproducing kernels of these spaces are also 
piecewise polynomial functions and hence are convenient and efficient for the numerical 
approximation of solutions to linear and nonlinear problems in these spaces. We illustrate 
the versatility of these spaces by showing they always contain solutions of the Cauchy 
problem for a nonhomogeneous hyperbolic partial differential equation provided the driver is 
square integrable on and has smoothness related to that of the functions in the particular 
reproducing kernel Hilbert space. In addition, existence and uniqueness of solutions to non­
homogeneous hyperbolic partial differential equations in this article were investigated on the 
semi-infinite strip = [0, oo) x [0,1] in two particular reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces
contained in C2(Qoo): W2(3,3)(Q TO ) and W (Q o ) = w23,1)(Q TO)nw 22,2)(Qoo )nw 21,3) (Q o ); 
see Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 in [13].
Finally, we introduce and study a new reproducing kernel Hilbert space W2(3,3) (B o ) 
on a semi-infinite trapezoidal plane region:
B<x, = {(x ,t) :  0 < t < 1 and t < x < oo}.
4
We use this space to solve non-homogeneous hyperbolic partial differential equations, we 
analyze the stability of such solutions with respect to the driver, and we discuss the local 
uniform approximation of solutions in this new space in terms of the density of nodes in
Br = {(x ,t) : 0 < t < 1 and t < x < r }.
5
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I. BOUNDEDNESS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON BINARY 
REPRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT SPACES
Jabar S. Hassan and David Grow 
Department of Mathematics & Statistics 
Missouri University of Science and Technology 
Rolla, Missouri
Email: jshm97@mst.edu and grow@mst.edu
ABSTRACT
We introduce general tools for showing boundedness of linear partial differential 
operators on binary reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, and use them to give a valid proof of 
boundedness of the telegraph operator from W2(3,3) ([0, r  ] x [0,1 ]) into W 1,11 ( [0, r  ] x [0,1 ]). 
Keywords: reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, absolutely continuous, telegraph operator
1. INTRODUCTION
Boundedness of differential operators is of universal interest in pure and applied 
mathematics, and has been analyzed by many researchers [2, 5,7, 8, 9 ,10,12,13,14,16,17]. 
For example, boundedness of the second order partial differential operators on binary repro­
ducing kernel Hilbert spaces has recently been studied by several authors [4, 7, 9, 13, 16]. 
This article has two goals. Our first aim is to show the technique of proving boundedness of
6
the second order partial differential operators is incorrect by the aforementioned researchers; 
details are given in Section 3. Our second purpose is to introduce general tools for showing 
boundedness of linear partial differential operators on binary reproducing kernel Hilbert 
spaces; this is accomplished in Section 4.
Consider the telegraph operator T is defined by
Tu = utt -  uxx + 2aut + b2u, (1)
for fixed constants a > b > 0. In section 5 we apply our general tools to show that T is a 
bounded operator between the binary reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces w 2(3’3') ( [ 0, r ] x [0,1 ] )  
and W2(1,1)( [ 0 ,r ] x [0,1 ] ) .
2. NOTATION AND FUNCTION SPACES
This section introduces basic definitions, associated notation, and standard results 
for reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces.
Definition 2.1. Let S be a nonempty set, and let ^H , {■, - ) j  be a Hilbert space of continuous 
real-valued functions on S. A function K : S x S ^  R is a reproducing kernel of H  if
i) K (■,p ) e H , for all p  e S and
ii) (h ( ) , K (■,p )  = h (p ) for all p  e S and for all h e H .
Such a Hilbert space is called a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS). We 
use the standard notation AC [0, r ] to denote the space of all real, absolutely continuous 
functions on [0, r  ] .
Example 2.2. ([3]) If m is a positive integer then the space
W ?[0,r ] = {f  : [0,r ] ^  R | f (m-1) e A C [0,r ] and f (m) e L 2[0,r]},
7
equipped with the inner product
m— 1 f-r
{ f ,g )W2'![0,r] = E  f(k}(0)g(k)(0) + I f  (m\ x ) g ( m\x ) d x ,  
k=0 J0
isaR K H S.
Definition 2.3. Let P  = [a, b] x [c, d ] be a compact rectangle in the plane. A function 
v : P  ^  R is called absolutely continuous in the sense of Caratheodory provided there exist 
A e R, a  e L 1[a,b], yS e L 1[c,d], and y  e L 1(P) such that
x rt r t  r-x
a(%)d% + I S ( r ) d t + / / y (£ ,r )d %dt
a w/c w/c Ja
for all ( x, t ) e P. In this case we will write v e AC (P).
Observe that Fubini’s theorem and Lebesgue’s differentiation theorem imply that if 
v e AC ( P ) , then for almost every ( x0, t0) e P, vxt ( x0, t0) and vtx ( x0, t0) exist and furthermore
Vxt ( x0, t0 ) = y ( x0, t0 ) = Vtx ( x0, t0 ) .
For more information regarding Caratheodory absolutely continuous functions on P, see 
[11,15].
Definition 2.4. ([1],[6]) An elementary differential operator 6 of order n > 1 in two 
independent variables x and t is a product
6 = n  Dj
j=1
where Dj e { dx,jL} for all 1 < j  < n. By convention, the order of the elementary differen­
tial operator 6 = 1 is zero. The signature of 6 is an ordered pair of nonnegative integers (p, q)
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where p  is the number of times dx appears as a factor in 5 and q is the number of times d| 
appears as a factor in 5. We put a partial ordering on the elementary differential operators 
by setting (p, q ) < ( p', q ' )  if and only if p  < p ' and q < q ' .
Definition 2.5. ([1, 3]) For r > 0, let Q .r = [0, r ] x [0,1] and let m and n be positive
integers. A function u : Q r ^  R  belongs to w 2;mjn')(Q r ) provided 5 (u ) e A C (Q r ) for every
elementary differential operator 5 such that signature(5) < (m -  1,n -  1) , and the following 
square-integrability conditions are satisfied:
i) J tn d Xi u (0 ,•) e L2[0 ,1] for all i = 0,1 ,...m  -  1 ;
ii) dXm J j u ( ; 0) e L2[0 ,r] for all j  = 0 ,1,...n -  1 ;
iii) a lm d tnu e  L 2 ( Q r ) .
Theorem 2.6. ([3]) The space W2(m,n)(n r ) , equipped with the inner product
(u, v)
m-1 r  1 dn di
W (m-n)
i n —  i
1 1 .
■ u( 0, t )
dn d i
dtn d x l d tn d x l
» I dj dj
g  ( j  0)’W v(% 0)




d  m+n d  m+n
u (x , t ) - — - —  v( x, t )dxd t ,
nr d xmdtn d xm dtn
isaR K H S.
Example 2.7. A function u : Q r ^  R belongs to w 2(3,3') (Q r ) provided 
(a) u and its following derivatives belong to A C (Qr ) :
ut , ux , ut t , ut x , ux t , ux x ,
ut tx , utx t , ux t t , ux x t , ux tx , utx x ,
u ttx x , u tx tx , u tx x t , u x tx t , u x t tx , u x x tt ,
9
(b) and the following square-integrability conditions are satisfied:
i) j k u(0, •) € L2[0 ,1] for all i = 0,1,2 ;
ii) I ?  J j u ( •,0) € L2[0 ,r] for all j  = 0,1,2 ;
iii) d f e u € L2(Qr) .
We note that the space W^3,3̂  (Q 1), equipped with the inner product
2 f~1 d3 di d3 d l
(«• v>w<3'3>(Q,) = g l  s t s x i u(0’t ) 5 7 5 7 v ( a t )dt
d3 di
+ 10 (5 7 “ (% 0)’5 7 v (% 0)|
-1 r 1 d6
w23[0,1] 
d6r i  r i
L  I  9X W u (x ’, ) d x3a t '<x’>'>dxd>’
is a RKHS with reproducing kernel function given by the product K(xt) (g, t ) = Rx (g ) Rt (t ) 
where
Rs (y ) = •
1 + sy + 4s2y 2 + ^  s2y 3 -  24 sy 4 + ^  y 5 if 0 < y < s < 1,
1 + sy + 4s2y2 + 1 2  s3 y2 -  24 s4y + s5 if 0 < s < y < 1.120"
(2)
3. INVALID ARGUMENTS FOR BOUNDEDNESS OF THE TELEGRAPH
OPERATOR
First, let us use T(xt) to denote the telegraph operator acting on a function in its x 
and t coordinates, i.e.
T(xJ) = T = 5 7  -  5 7  + 2a d t + b2 •
The authors of [9] and [13] have used the expression
10
d' dj i d' dj  \
j Tu(x , t) = [u( , ■),—  -d-T(x,t)K(x , t ; •,•))
Ox1 OtJ \" w / , dx ' dtj (x,t) v~’"’ ’ y/ w2(3,3)(n1) (3)
for all u e W2(3,3) (Q 1) and 1 < i + j  < 2, to show that the telegraph operator T is bounded from 
(3 3) (11)W2( , ) (Q 1) into W2( , ) (Q 1). Similar expressions have also been used to show boundedness 
of other linear differential operators [4] and [7].
However, expression (3) is not valid - it is meaningless, in fact - since the functions 
jftT(x,t)K(x, t ; •,•), ddxT(x,t)K(x,t; •, •), and ^§7T(x,t)K(x, t ; •, •) do not belong to W2(3,3) ( ^ i ). 
For example, consider the case when i = 1 and j  = 0. Then expression (3) reads
d_ 
d x
T u (x ,t) = ju(-,•), ~d~T(x,t)K(x,t; •,•))
d x ,w2(3,3)(n1)'
(4)
To show that the function (f ,T ) ^  d_T(x,t) K  (x, t ; f ,T ) does not belong to W2(3,3) ( ^ ) 
recall that the reproducing kernel of W2(3,3) ( n 1) is given by
K (x, t ; f ,T )) = Rx (f  )Rt (t )
where R .() is defined in (2). Then
d ?  Rx ( f  )R- <T>.
It is clear that the first term of the previous line, considered as a function of ( f  ,t ) for fixed 




d l  d2 d2 d \
T<«)K < * '; f -T) = 5 ! ( * 2 -  a *  + 2 a a , + A (f)R ' (t )
=A ( f ) ( | 2 R  ( T ) + 2a l Ri ( T ) + b2 Rt (T )) -
Rx ( f ) =
1 + x f  + 1 x2f 2 + ^  x2f 3 -  24 x f4 + ^ f 5
1 + x f  + 1 x2f 2 + ^  x3f 2 -  24 x4f  + ^  x5
if 0 < f  < x < 1, 
if 0 < x < f  < 1,
11
dXR  > = '





Rx ( f ) =
f  + 1 x f 2 + 1 x2f 2 -  6 x3 f  + 24  x4 if 0 < x < f  < 1,
1 f2 + 6 f3 if 0 < f  < x < 1,
2 f 2 + 2 x f2 -  2 x2f  + 6 x3 if 0 < x < f  < 1,
Rx ( f ) =
0 if 0 < f  < x < 1,
1 f 2 -  x f  + 1 x2 if 0 < x < f  < 1.
o3
Fix (x , t ) e ^ 1  and let w (f ,T )  = Rx ( f  )Rt (t ). Then
dw (f,T ) = d f  ( Rx ( f  ))Rt (
=Rt ( t )
0 if 0 < f  < x < 1,
f  -  x if 0 < x < f  < 1,
and
d2w d2 l  d3 \
^  ̂  = d ?  ( 5 ?  R  (f  >) RtW
0 if 0 < f  < x < 1,
= Rt (t ) f
I 1 if 0 < x < f  < 1.
d2 (3 3) d2
Note that does not belong to W2( , ) (Q 1) because is not even continuous on Q 1. 
Consequently, dxT(x,t)K (x, t ; •, •) does not belong to W2(3,3) (Q 1) as well, and thus expression 
(4) does not hold.
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Remark 3.1. It is apparent from the preceding computations that ~§xT(x,t)K (x, t ; •, •) does 
not belong to w!(3’3') (Q r ) for any r > 0 and for any subspace of w!(3’3') (Q r ) defined by 
homogeneous initial or boundary conditions.
4. BOUNDEDNESS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
This section is devoted to developing basic tools for showing differential operators 
are bounded linear transformations of binary reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. We will 
show that the differential operators ^  and dx  are bounded linear transformations from 
W2(m,n) ( O r ) into w2m,n-1)( O r ) and W2(m-1,n) (Qr) , respectively. It is clear from definitions 
that W2(m,n) ( O r ) is a subspace of w2(m-1,n) (Qr ) and w2(m,n-1) ( O r ) . We will show that these 
inclusions are bounded linear transformations as well.
Lemma 4.1. Let m > 1 and n > 2 be integers, u e w (m/l\ Q r) , and j  e {0,1 ,...,m -  1} . Then
dn+j u  ̂ I dn-1+j
d tn d x jj (0-t} = ( dtn-ts J?  ) ut t)
for almost every t e [0,1].
Proof. Since djt (0, •) e L2[0 ,1], for almost every t e [0,1] the partial derivative
dn+j u d t dn-1+j u
dtndxj 01 d t ( d tn-1 dxj
exists. By definition of w2”,n(Or ), 6(u) belongs to AC (Q r ), and hence is continuous on 
Qr , for every differential operator 6 with signature(S) < (m -  1,n -  1). Therefore, for every 
t e [0,1] we have
dn-1+j u 
d tn-1 d xj (0, t ) = (
dn-2+j ) du (0 .
dtn-2Qxj ) d t (0, t ) .
Consequently,
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d n+j u 
dtn d x j («' t ) = d t  (
dn-2+j 
d tn-2 d xj ) du  (0, t ) = (
dn-i+j 
dtn-1 d xj
for almost every t e [0,1 ] . □
Theorem 4.2. Let m > 1 and n > 2 be integers. Then
-d : w 2(m,n)( f i r ) ^  w 2(m,n-1)( f i r )
is bounded.
Proof. If u e W2(m,n)(fir ), then 6(u) e A C ( f ir) for all elementary differential operators 6 
with signature(6) < (m -  1,n -  1). It follows from Lemma 4.1 that
m-1z
j =0
d n+j u 
























d j +1u 






























j =0 j -  ̂  0)
2
W2m[0,r ]
d n+j u 2











d x m d tn l2 (fir)
2
u W(m’n) (fir ) ‘
Theorem 4.3. Let m > 2 and n > 1 be integers. Then
d_ 
d x
: w (m,n)(Q.r ) ^  w 2(m l/l)(o.r)
□
is bounded.




d n+ j'u; 













—-------— (0 •)d tndxj + 1 ^  )
2
L2[0,1]
d tn d x j 
d n+j u
j (0, •)





It follows from Lemma 2.2 that for all v e w2m,1) (Qr)
(7)
d v 




Because ■§xu(-,0) d x u(-,0) for all i e {0,1,2,...,n -  1}, (8) implies
n-1













It is not difficult to see that gdxm-\gtn ~§xu (x ,t) = d x u(x , t ) for almost every (x ,t) e f ir 
Using Theorem 2.6, (7), and (9), we obtain
d u







d n+ j u
d tn d xjj (0, •)
n—1
+ Z




d x m—1 dtn L2(fir )
d n+j u , x 2 n—1 diu , .
d tndxj (0, ) + EL2[0,1] i=0 a ? 0) W2m[0,r ]
d m+nu
d x m d tn L2 (fir )
W2(m,n)(fir ) ‘
Lemma 4.4. Fix r > 1, let m > 2 and n > 1 be integers, and u e W2(m,n)( f i r ) . Then
□
d m—1+nu








d x m d tn L2 (fir )
r\ m— 1 —1
Proof. Since f xm-1 gtn—l1 e A C (fir), it follows from Definition 2.3 that
d m—1+nu d /  dm—1+n—1u _ '
d xm—1 d tn (X, t) = dt \  d x m—1 d tn—1 ( x  t ) . (10)
for almost every ( x, t ) e f i r, and d| ̂  ( , t ) j  belongs to A C [0, r ] for almost every
t e [0,1 ] . Thus,
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It follows from Definition 2.3 and equation (10) that
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< 2r
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and the desired. □
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Since dXm-+dUj e AC (Q r>, it is clear from Definition 2.3 that (’, t > e AC[0, r ] for all
t e [0,1 ]. Thus,
dm- 1 +j u d m- 1 +j
------ T-Uj  ( X, 0) = —
d xm- 1 d tJ y } d x m
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for all x e [0,r ]. It follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that
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Theorem 4.6. Let r > 1, m > 2 and n > 1 be integers, and u e ) . Then
Mlw2(m-1in)(nr) -  ^  r  l“ lw2Cm’n)(nr)•
Proof. Using Theorem 2.6 and Lemmas 4.5 and 4.4 we obtain
m-2
Mlw2(m-1in)(nr) " T ,i=0
d n+iu
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Proof. The desired result is obtained from absolute continuity, inequality properties, and 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality via a straightforward calculation. □
Lemma 4.8. Fix r  > 1, let m > 1 and n > 2 be integers, and u e W2(m,n)( n r ) . Then
dn-1+iu
- ____-  ( 0 )dtn- 1 d x i ^  ) - 2L2[0,1]
i+n-1
d x l dtn T (0,0)
+2
dn+iu






for all i e {0,1,...,m -  1}.
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Proof. Straightforward calculations analogous to those in Lemma 4.8 using absolute con­
tinuity, inequality properties, and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply the desired re­
sult. □
Theorem 4.9. Let r > 1, m > 1 and n > 2 be integers, and u e W2(m,n)( n r ). Then
H I w2(m’n-1)(nr ) -  ^  llu l w2Cm’n)(nr )•
Proof. Using Theorem 2.6 and Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 yields the desired inequality. □
Remark 4.10. It is easy to see that W2(m,n)(Or) is a subspace of w2m-1’n)( n r ). There­
fore, Theorem 4.6 shows that the embedding of w2m,n)(Or ) in W2(m-1,n)( n r ) is continu­
ous. We will denote this continuous embedding by W2(m’n)(Or ) ^  W2(m-1,n)( n r ). Simi­
larly, W2(m,n) (Or ) is a subspace of W2(m,n-1)( n r ) and Theorem 4.9 shows the embedding 
W2(m’n) (Q r ) ^  W2(m,n-1)(Qr ) is continuous.
5. BOUNDEDNESS OF THE TELEGRAPH OPERATOR
As an application of the general tools developed in the previous section, we show 
that the telegraph operator
T  : W2(3’3)(Or ) ^  W2(U )(Or )
is bounded.
Theorem 5.1. Let r > 1. Then T : W23,3)(Or ) ^  W21,1)(Or ) is a bounded linear operator 
with norm O (r2) as r  ^  oo.
Proof. Linearity of T is clear. It follows from Theorem 4.2 that : W23,3)(Or ) ^  
W23,2)(Or ) and : W2(3’2)(Or ) ^  w23,1) (Or ) are bounded operators. On the other hand, we
conclude from Remark 4.10 that W23,1)(Or ) ^  W2(2,1)( n r ) and W2(2,1)( n r ) ^  W21,1)(Or )
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are bounded. Therefore,
| 2 ; w f 3)( « r ) -  w2(1-‘ >( n r )
is bounded operator. A similar argument using Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.10 shows that
; wf 3)(f l r ) -  W2U )I
is a bounded operator as well. Furthermore, using Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.10, we see that
I  ; W2(3,3)(Q r ) -  W2(3’2)(Q r ) is bounded and W2(3’2)(Q r ) ^  W2(2’2)(Q r ) ^  w f 4 )(Q r ) ^  
W2(1,1)(Q r ) are bounded. Consequently,
; w f 3) (Qr) -  w f ’̂ Q r )
is a bounded operator. Analogously,
W2(3’3)(Q r) ^  W2(3’2) (Q r) ^  W2(2’2)(Q r) ^  W ^  (Q r) ^  w (U) ( Q )
are bounded and this implies that
W2(3’3)(Q r ) ^  W2(1,1)(Q r )
is a bounded operator. Thus, the telegraph operator
T =
d t2 d x2
2 a d  + b2 ; W2(3’3)(Q r) W2(1,1)(Q r )
is bounded. In fact, a careful but tedious application of the results of section 4 shows that the 
norm of T ; W 3̂’3) (Qr ) — W 1̂’1) (Qr ) is no greater than 2 r2 + 2 + 4^ 2 ar2 + 4b2r 2 = O (r2) 
as r  — oo. □
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6. CONCLUSIONS
Expression (3) has been used by several researchers to show that T : W2(3’3) (Q r ) ^  
W2(U )(Or ) is bounded; however, we demonstrated that expression (3) is invalid. We 
developed general tools to show boundedness oflinear partial differential operators on binary 
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces and applied them to give a valid proof of boundedness 
for the telegraph operator T between W2(3’3) (Qr ) and W21’1) (Or ).
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ABSTRACT
We introduce new reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces on a semi-infinite domain 
and demonstrate existence and uniqueness of solutions to the non-homogeneous telegraph 
equation in these spaces if the driver is square integrable and sufficiently smooth. 
Keywords: reproducing kernel Hilbert space, telegraph equation, existence and uniqueness
1. INTRODUCTION
Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces have been widely used in pure and applied math­
ematics [2, 3, 13, 14]. One class of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces on a closed bounded 
interval was introduced in [5] while studying the Sobolev spaces Wm’2; the reproducing 
kernels of these spaces proved to be piecewise polynomial functions. Subsequent extension 
of these reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces to unbounded intervals and bounded rectangles 
in the plane have seen a vast number of applications; see [6 ] and the references contained 
there. All these spaces are clearly embeddable in Sobolev spaces.
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In this study, we present a new family of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces in the 
semi-infinite strip = [0 , oo) x [0 , 1 ] in the xt-plane which are not embeddable in any 
Sobolev space on . We show that the reproducing kernels of these spaces are also 
piecewise polynomial functions and hence are convenient and efficient for the numerical 
approximation of solutions to linear and nonlinear problems in these spaces. We illustrate 
the versatility of these spaces by showing they always contain solutions of the Cauchy 
problem for a nonhomogeneous hyperbolic partial differential equation provided the driver 
is square integrable on and has smoothness related to that of the functions in the 
particular reproducing kernel Hilbert space.
Hyperbolic partial differential equations play a fundamental role in pure and applied 
mathematics, physics, engineering, and other scientific fields. One such equation, the 
telegraph equation, serves to mathematically model electrical transmission along a linear 
wire when the current may leak to ground [10]. Fix constants a  > fi > 0 and y  > 0 and 
consider
utt(x ,t) -  y 2Uxx(x ,t) + 2 aut (x ,t) + fi2u (x ,t) = f  (x ,t) ( 1 )
on the semi-infinite domain = {(x, t ) : 0  < x < oo, 0  < t < 1 }, subject to homogeneous 
initial conditions:
u (x ,0 ) = 0  = ut (x ,0 ) if 0  < x < oo. (2 )
Equation ( 1 ) is called the one-dimensional non-homogeneous telegraph equation. 
In this case, u(x, t ) represents the current at position x and time t in the linear cable. The 
constants in equation ( 1 ) are given by
1 ( G  R \  2 RG  , 2
a  = 2  [ C  + L j  , fi = L C , and Y
1
L C ,
where G is the conductance to ground, R is the resistance of the transmission line, C is the 
capacitance to ground, and L is the inductance of the wire [9, 10]. Rescaling if necessary, 
we may henceforth assume without loss of generality that y  = 1 in ( 1 ).
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If the driver f  in (1) is square integrable and sufficiently smooth, then we will show 
in this article that solutions exist to (1) and (2) in two new reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces 
on Qoo; see Theorems 4.1 and 4.4. Furthermore, we will show that such solutions are 
‘eventually’ unique. That is, there exists a real number x0 > 0 for which any two solutions 
to (1) and (2) in these spaces agree for all x > x0 and all 0 < t < 1; see Theorems 4.2 and 
4.5. Finally, if we impose a boundary condition
u (0,t ) = g ( t ) if 0 < t < 1 (3)
in addition to ( 1 ) and (2 ), then we are able to demonstrate uniqueness of u on the entire strip 
see Theorems 4.3 and 4.6.
In the early twentieth century, Zaremba introduced reproducing kernel spaces in 
his study of boundary value problems for harmonic and biharmonic functions [13, 14]. 
Aronszajn [2] and Bergman [3] founded the general theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert 
spaces simultaneously and independently in 1950. More recently, the reproducing kernel 
Hilbert spaces W2m[a,b] and W2(m,n)( [ a ,b] x [c,d])  were introduced by Cui and Lin [5, 6 ]. 
Since the reproducing kernels of these spaces are exceedingly simple - piecewise polynomial 
functions - they have opened a floodgate of papers exploiting the ease of implementing 
numerical procedures to attack a multitude of applied mathematical problems, especially 
ordinary and partial differential equations [1, 6 , 9] and integral equations [6 , 8 ].
This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 is devoted to a review of some basic 
definitions, preliminary notation, and pertinent facts. Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces 
on a semi-infinite strip are introduced in Section 3 and some their salient properties are 
developed. These are applied in Section 4 to investigate existence and uniqueness of 
solutions to (1) and (2) in the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces




depending on square integrability and smoothness properties of the driver f .
2. REPRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT SPACES ON A COMPACT
RECTANGLE
In this section, we review some basic results and related definitions and notation for 
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces of functions. We suggest [1, 6 , 12] as general references 
for the material in this section. We begin with the general notion of a reproducing kernel 
Hilbert space.
Definition 2.1. ([2, 3]) Let E  be a nonempty set and let (H, {■, ■)) be a Hilbert space of real 
functions on E .A  function K  : E  x E ^  R is a reproducing kernel for H  if and only if
1. K (■, e) e H  for all e e E ,
2. { h ( ) , K (■,e)) = h(e)  for all h e H  and all e e E .
A Hilbert space H  of real functions on a nonempty set is said to be a reproducing kernel 
Hilbert space (RKHS), if there exists a reproducing kernel function for H.
Definition 2.2. The space AC[a, b] consists of those functions f  : [a, b] ^  R such that f  is 
absolutely continuous on the closed, bounded interval [a,b].
In order to define the binary spaces w2(m’n') ( Q ^ ) we first introduce an analogue of 
AC [a, b] for functions u : [a, b] x [c, d] ^  R.
Definition 2.3. ([1, 4, 12]) Let K = [a, b] x [c, d] be a compact rectangle in R2 and let 
S ( K ) denote the system of all closed rectangles [x \ ,x2] x [t\,t2] contained in K . Two 
rectangles R\ and R2 in S ( K ) will be called non-overlapping if they have no interior points 
in common. Furthermore, Ri and R2 will be called adjoining if they are non-overlapping
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and R1 u R2 e S (K ) . A function on rectangles F : S (K ) ^  R is called absolutely continuous 
if F  is additive, i.e. F  (Ri u R2 ) = F (R i) + F (R2 ) for any adjoining rectangles Ri and R2
in S (K ) , and if to each e > 0 there corresponds a 6 > 0 such that, if R1,...,R k is any finite 
system of pairwise non-overlapping rectangles in S (K ) satisfying £ k=1 A rea(Ri) < 6, then 
£ k=1 |F (Ri )| < e. A function u : K ^  R is said to be absolutely continuous on K  in the sense 
o f Caratheodory if the following two conditions hold:
1 . the function on rectangles
Fu ([  x i , X2 ] X [ti, t2 ]) = u (x 1 , ti ) -  u ( X2 , ti) + u( X2 , t2 ) -  u ( Xi , t2 ) 
associated with u is absolutely continuous;
2. the functions u (-, c) and u (a, ■) from [a, b] and [c, d ] , respectively, into R are absolutely 
continuous.
In this case we write u e AC (K ) .
The following result gives equivalent characterizations of the space AC (K ) .
Theorem 2.4. ([12]) Let K = [a, b] x [c, d ] . The following three properties are equivalent 
for a function v : K ^  R.
1) v e AC (K ) ;
2 ) v admits the integral representation
r*X rt  rX rt
v (X ,t) = A + I a (g )d£ + I J3(s )ds + I I v (£ ,s )d£ds 
J a J c J a J c
for all ( X,t) e K, with A e R,a  e L 1[a ,b ] ,yS e L 1 [c ,d ] ,and n e L 1 (K ) ;
3) v satisfies all the following:
i) v( X, ■) belongs to AC [c, d ] for all X e [a, b], and v(-, c) belongs to AC [a, b];
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ii) vt (•,t ) belongs to AC[a,b] for a.e. t e [c,d];
iii) vtx e L ! (K ) .
It follows from the Fubini theorem that
r-x nt f t  fX
I I v (£ , r )d t d£ = I I v (£ , r )d £dt
J a J c J c J a
for all (x, t ) e K . Consequently, an arbitrary function v which is absolutely continuous on K  
in the sense of Caratheodory possesses finite mixed second order partial derivatives almost 
everywhere in K and these derivatives are equivalent; that is,
Vtx (x, t) = Vxt (x, t ) (4)
for almost every (x, t ) e K [12].
The RKHS central to our first existence theorem for (1)-(2) will be expressed in 
terms of an intersection of certain binary spaces. Hence the following result is crucial.
Theorem 2.5. ([2], Theorem VI, section 13) If H\ and H2 are RKHSs on a set E , then 
H\ n H2 equipped with the inner product
(u, V)HinH2 = (u, v )hi + (u, v )h2,
is a RKHS on E .
Finally, we record here an elementary but useful result, the Leibniz formula for 
differentiating an integral, whose proof is routine and consequently is omitted.
Lemma 2.6. ([11], p.90) Let f  : [a, b] x [c, d ] ^  R be a continuous function with the 
following properties:
(i) (£,z) exists for all (£,z) e (a,b) x (c,d);
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(ii) there exists a real number M  such that | dz (£, z)| < M  for all 
( £ z) € (a ,b) x (c ,d ).
Let a  = a (z) and y8 = yS(z) be continuous functions on [c ,d] with ranges in [a, b]. If a  and 
S  are differentiable at zo € [c, d], then the function
rS(z)
F  (z) = I  f  ({ , z ) d
J a(z)
is differentiable at zo and
rS (zo) d f
F'(zo)  = I  (£ zo) d£ + f  (yS(zo) ,zo)S'(zo) -  f  (a(zo),zo)a'(zo).
Ja(zo) Oz
3. REPRODUCING KERNEL HILBERT SPACES ON A SEMI-INFINITE STRIP
Throughout the rest of this paper D and will denote the semi-infinite domains 
[ - 1,oo) x [o, 1] and [o, oo) x [o, 1] , respectively. Furthermore, K  will denote a generic 
compact rectangle [o, a] x [o, 1 ] contained in .
We begin this section with one-dimensional analogues of the binary spaces w2jm’n') (Qoo) .
Definition 3.1 ([6 ]). If m is a positive integer, then the space Wm[o, oo) consists of those 
functions u : [o, oo) ^  R for which u(m-1) € AC [o,a] for all a € R+ and u(m) € L2[o, o o ) .
Lemma 3.2. The space W2m[o, o o ) , equipped with the inner product
m—1 oo
(u,v )wm[o^) =Yu u(k) (o ) v(k) (o ) + I u(m)( x ) v(m) (x)dx,  
k=o Jo
isaR K H S.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 below. □
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We next introduce the fundamental semi-infinite binary space W'21’1) ( ^ o ), show 
that it is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, and prove several lemmas and theorems about 
this space which will be useful in Section 4. For clarity at certain places, u1 and u2 will 
denote the partial derivatives of u = u(x, t ) with respect to x and t , respectively. In such 
cases, higher order derivatives of u will also be denoted by u 12 = (u1)2, u21 = (u2) 1, 
U11 = (u 1 ) 1 , u22 = (ui)2.
Definition 3.3. Let W^1,1̂  (QTO) be the space of all functions u : ^  R for which there
exist A e R, f  e L2 [0, oo), g e L2 [0 ,1], and la e L 2(Q00) such that
i (x , t ) = A + f ( %) d% + g ( r ) d
t rt rx
)  t  + J  J  h(%,T)d % d t (5)
for all (x, t ) e .
Theorem 3.4. A function u belongs to W^ 1,1  ̂(Qoo) if and only if u belongs to AC (K ) for 
every compact rectangle K c and satisfies the following square-integrability conditions:
1. u t(0,•) e L2 [0 ,1];
2. ux(•,0) e L2 [0, o ) ;
3. uxt e L2 (QTO).
Proof. Suppose u e W^ 1,1  ̂(Q o ). Then u admits the integral representation (5) where A e R, 
f  e L2 [0, oo), g e L 2 [0 ,1], and h e L2(Q00). Then u e AC(K) for every compact rectangle 
K c by Theorem 2.4. Furthermore,
ux (x t) = f (  x) + j C t h( x,T)d t
for a.e. x e [0 , oo) and for every t e [0 , 1 ], so ux(•,0 ) = f  (•) e L2 [0 , oo), and
x
ut (x, t ) = g ( t ) + J  h(%, t )d  %
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for a.e. t e [0,1] and for every x e [0,oo), so ut (0,•) = g (-) e L2[0,1]. Since uxt(x , t ) = 
h (x , t ) = utx(x , t ) for a.e. (x ,t) e , it follows that uxt e L 2 (Q TO).
Conversely, suppose u e A C ( K ) for every compact rectangle K  e and u satisfies
(i) -  (iii). Then set
1 . f  (x ) = ux(x ,0 ) for all x e [0 , oo),
2 . g (t) = ut (0 , t ) for all t e [0 , 1 ],
3. h(x , t ) = uxt(x , t ) for all (x ,t) e , and
4. X = u(0,0).
Since u e A C ( K ), Lebesgue’s Fundamental Theorem of Calculus implies
Xx rt rt  r-xf ( € )d% + J o g (r )dt + J o J o h(%,r)d%dt
Xx rt rx rtu1 (%,0)d% + J  u2(0,T )dT + J  J  u12(%,T)dTd%
= u(0 , 0 ) + u(x , 0 ) -  u ( 0 ,0 ) + u ( 0 , t ) -  u ( 0 ,0 ) + J  (u1(%, t) -  u1(%,0))d%
= u(x ,0) + u(0 , t ) -  u(0 , 0) + u(x , t ) -  u (x , 0 ) -  u (0 , t ) + u(0, 0)
= u( x , t )
for all (x , t ) e Q o . □
Definition 3.5. The Lebesgue space Ljoc[0, oo) consists of those measurable functions 
g  : [0 , oo) ^  [ - o ,  oo] whose restriction to any closed, bounded interval of the form [0 ,b] 
belongs to L  1 [0, b].
Definition 3.6. The Lebesgue space Ljoc (Q TO) consists of those measurable functions 
h : Q oc ^  [ - o ,  oo] whose restriction to any compact rectangle K  contained in belongs 
to L 1(K ).
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Theorem 3.7. The space W((1,1') (Qoo), equipped with the inner product
Jf'OO r1u1( x, 0)v 1 ( x, 0 )dx + I U2 (0, t )v2 (0, t )dt  0 J  0I 1J  u12(x, t )v1 2(x, t )dxdt,
is a Hilbert space.
Proof. Clearly W2(1, 1) ( n c ) is an inner product space. To prove W2(1, 1) ( n c ) is a Hilbert 
space, suppose that {un} f=1 is a Cauchy sequence in W'21, 1) ( ^ 0 ). Then {un(0,0)}, 
{ -§xUn(-,0)}, {jftUn(0,•)}, and {^3x̂ 7Un} are Cauchy sequences in R, L2[0 ,o ) , L2[0,1], 
and L2(Q00), respectively. Since these spaces are complete, there exist A e R and functions 
F (•) e L2[0,0 0), G O  e L2[0,1], and H (•,•) e L2(Qoo) which satisfy the following as 
n ^  0 0 :
and
Let
Un (0,0) ^  A;
d
— Un(;0 ) -  F (•)
2 c
L2 [0,oo) ' 0
d
—  Un(Z,0 ) -  F (£) d£ ^  0 ;
d 2 1 d
-  Un (0 , •) -  G O = I —  Un (0,t ) -  G(t )dt L2[0,1] J0 dt





L2(floo ) J ' f0 0
d 2
d x dt







X x rt  rt  rxF (£ )d£ + J  G ( r )dt  + J  J  H ( £ ,T )d£ dt  for all (x, t ) e Q c
We first assert that U e W'21,1) (^ 0 ) . To see this, note that by Holder’s inequality 
F  e L/oc[0 ,0 0 ) , G e L 1 [0 ,1] , and H  e Ljoc(Q c ) . Then the restriction of U to K belongs 
to A C ( K ) for every compact rectangle K  c  , and the following identities hold almost
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everywhere:
Ux (Xx ,t ) = F (x ) + J  H (x , r )d t ;
x
Ut (x, t) = G (t ) + J  H(£, t )d£ ; 
Uxt(x ,t) = H (x ,t) e L2 (Q oo).
It follows that ux(•,0 ) = F (•) e L2 [0 ,oo), ut (0,•) = G (-) e L2 [0 ,1] , and Uxt = H  e L2 (Q to),
and thus u e W2(1,1 ) (Q to) by Theorem 3.4.
We next assert that un ^  u in W 1 1  (Q oo) as n ^  oo. Observe that
un u 2w2(u )(noo) (un(0 ,0 ) -  u(0 ,0 ) ) 2 + J Q ~  ( 
+ X  ( ^ 7 ^ ( 0 ,T) -  ut( 0 ,t ) J






un($,T) -  uxt ( £ t )
2
d £ d t .
Since T = u(0,0), equations (1)-(9) imply that
un u IIw2(1-1)( ^ 0)= (un(un(0 ,0 ) -  T) 2  + J  
/ '  °
d
—  un (£,0 ) -  F (£) d £
d un(0,T) -  G(t ) 
dt
d t
1 /'TO d 2
d x dt




Consequently || un -  u ||2 (U) ^  0 when n ^  oo and hence W ^ ^ Q o o ) is complete; i.e. it is
W2
a Hilbert space. □
Theorem 3.8. The space W^ 1,1) (Qoo) is a RKHS.
Proof. By Theorem 3.7, W2(1,1 ) (Q to) is a Hilbert space. Fix (x, t ) e and define a linear 
functional A : W^ 1,1) (Q o ) ^  R by A(u) = u (x ,t). By Definition 3.3, u admits the integral
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representation (5), from which we observe that
| A(u) | =| u(x , t ) |=
A + l o f ( £ ) d £  + J o g ( r ) d
t /~t rx
r )d t  + I J  h(£ , r )d £ d t
t x
< X 1 + J0  1 f ( £ ) |  d£ + J0  1 g (T )| dT + Jo Jo 1 h (£ ,T )| d£dT'
By Holder’s inequality,
|A ( u ) |< U |+  ( J  | / ( f  ) | 2 d£
+ J o
<Cx '
0 ) \J0 ) \ J  0
1 1
| h (M  |2 d£V  ( [  l 2d£J 2




(^2) 2 + ( J 0 | f ( £  ) | 2  d£ r + ( J 0 | g ( r ) | 2  d r )
| h ( £ r )  |2 d£dt )
n. 2
0 0
where Cx = m a x (1 ^ x }. By the proof of Theorem 3.4,
1
|A(u)| < Cx ( (u2 (0 ,0 )) 2 + u2x (£,0 )d £ ) 2 + ( £  u2(0 ,r )dt )
+ ( X  J o uXt( £ , r ) d £ d r '
< 2Cx 2(u (0 ,0 ) + J  u2 (£,0 )d£ + J  u2(0,r)di
Jo Jo u2xt(^ r ) d £ d r )
= 2 Cx I u llw p^o* .) •
Therefore the linear functional A is bounded and, by the Riesz representation theorem, there 
exists a unique function K(xt)(-, •) e W2(1,1 ) ( n TO) such that
(( x, t )  = A ( u )  = (u ( •, -X K (x,t)( S -))W ( U ) ^ )
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for all u € W2(U )(Q TO) . □
It is important to mention here that the reproducing kernel function of the RKHS
W2(U )(Q 00) is easily seen to be K(^T) (-,•) = R (•)RT(•) where
ry
Rs(y ) = 1 + J o X[o,,] (n )dn
It is also worth noting at this point a remarkable feature of the RKHS, W2(1,1 ) (Q TO). 
It is an example of a Hilbert space of continuous functions on a set E  in the plane but those 
functions need not be square-integrable on E ! For example, constant functions belong to 
W2(U )(Q 00). In fact, the unbounded function u (x , t ) = ln (x + 1) belongs to W2(1,1 ) ( n TO). 
This shows that W’21,1) ( ^ o ) is not embeddable in any Sobolev space on because 
functions in W^1,1 (Qoo) need not be square integrable on Q TO.
As explained in [1], the binary spaces W2(m’n)(Q TO) when m + n > 2 are technically 
more difficult to define than the spaces W2m [0 , oo) because, unlike absolutely continuous 
functions of a single real variable, the property of absolute continuity of functions of two 
variables in the sense of Caratheodory is not “ancestral”; for example, if f t belongs to 
A C (K ) it need not follow that f  belongs to A C (K ) . Thus ancestry must be built into the 
definition of the binary spaces and to accomplish this some preliminary notation is required.
Definition 3.9. ([1]) An elementary differential operator 6 of order n > 1 in two independent 
variables x  and t is a product
6 = D 1 •... • Dn
where Dj € { dX’-jjt} for each 1 < j  < n. By convention, the order of the elementary 
differential operator 6 = 1 is zero. The signature of 6 is an ordered pair of nonnegative 
integers (p , q ) where p  is the number of times dx appears as a factor in 6 and q is the number 
of times ^  appears as a factor in 6 . We put a partial ordering on the elementary differential 
operators by setting (p , q ) < (p ', q') if and only if p  < p ' and q < q' .
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For instance, the signatures of the elementary differential operators in x and t with 
order at most two are as follows. The order of 5 = 1 is 0 with signature (0,0); those of order 
1 are jX , jL with signatures ( 1 ,0 ) and (0 , 1 ), respectively; those of order 2  are ,
dddx, and jd~2 with signatures (2 ,0 ), ( 1 , 1 ), ( 1 , 1 ), and (0 , 2 ), respectively.
Definition 3.10. Let m and n be positive integers. A function u : ^  R belongs to
(q ^  ) provided 5(u) e A C (K ) for every compact rectangle K  contained in and 
every elementary differential operator 5 such that signature(5) < (m -  1,n -  1), and the 
following square-integrability conditions are satisfied:
i) W  W u ( 0 ,■) e L2 [0 , 1 ] for all i = 0 , 1 ,...m  -  1 ;
ii) dXmM u ( ; 0 ) e L2 [0 , ro )  for all j  = 0 , 1 ,...n -  1
iii) ddxZ+dtnu e L2(Q00).
Theorem 3.11. The space w2m,n) (Q o ), equipped with the inner product
(u, v)
m-1 r !  dn Qi
W (m,n)
5 1
dn d i 
t u(0 , t ) - ——-  v(0 , t )dt
dtn d x T dtn d x T
W  R  u( ,  0 ) , 2 i  v (■, 0 ) 1
5 0 \d t j  v ’ dtj v j
n- 1
W2"[0,oo)
1 <~oo Q m+n Q m+n
----------u( x, t ) ---------- v( x, t )dxdt,
d x mdtn v ’ d x mdtn v ’1 ' f0 0
isaR K H S.
Proof. The argument is analogous to the proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 and the details are 
omitted. □
We note that, if u e w23,3) (Qoo) then u and the following derivatives are locally 
absolutely continuous on :
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ut J ux,uxx> uxt J utt J uxxt7 UXtX7 UtXX7 UttX7 utxt7 uxtt7
uxxttJ uttxxj UxtxtJ utxtxj uxttxj utxxt.
Observe that an absolutely continuous function on K  is clearly continuous on K . Also, 
continuity of partial derivatives implies the equality of certain mixed partial derivatives of 
the same signature. For example, for functions u in w23j3) (Q oo ):
uxt — utxJ uxxt — uxtx — utxxJ uttx — utxt — uxtt J
and
uxxtt — uttxx — uxtxt — utxtx — uxttx — utxxt.
As in the case of W2(1j1) (Q oo), the spaces w!(m’n') (Q oo) for m > 1 and n > 1 contain 
functions which are not square integrable on and hence cannot be embedded in any 
Sobolev space on Q TO. It is also important to mention here that the reproducing kernel 
function of the RKHS W^3j3) ( Q o ) is given by K(^jT)(xj t) — R  (x ) RT (t ) where
R s (y )
1 + s y + 1 s2 y2 + s2 y3 24s y4 + T2o y5 if 0  < y < s < oo,
1 + sy + T s2y2 + t2 s3 y2 -  24 s4y + t2 0s5 if 0  < s < y < 0 0 .
Let us introduce a certain type of essential hybrid space:
w ( Q o ) — W2(3j1 ) ( Q o ) n W2(2j2) (Q to) n W2(1j3) ( Q o ), (10)
which will be used to examine existence and uniqueness of solutions to ( 1 ) and (2 ) in the 
next section. In addition, Theorem 2.5 tells us W (Q oo) is a RKHS.
Lemma 3.12. Let u, ux , ut , uxt, utx, uxx, and utt belong to w21j1) (Q oo). Then u e W (Q to).
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Proof. Since u, ux, and uxx e W2(1,1) (Qoo), then by Theorem 3.4 u, ux, and uxx belong 
to A C ( K ) for every compact rectangle K  contained in Q TO, and the following square 
integrability conditions are satisfied:
i) ut(0 , •), uxt(0 , •), and uxxt(0 , •) e L2 [0 , 1 ];
ii) uxxx ( •, 0 ) e L 2 [0 , OĈ  ; 
iii) uxxxt e L  (Qoo ) .
(31)Then it follows from Definition 3.10 that u e W2( , '( Q TO). Likewise, one can show u 
belongs to W2(2,2) (Q TO) and W2(1,3) (Q TO). Thus, u e W (Qoo). □
Lem m a 3.13. Let u : Q̂ > ^  R satisfy 6(u) e W2(1,1 ) (Q TO) for every elementary differential 
operator 5 such that signature (5) < (2,2). Then u e w23,3) (Q oo ).
Proof. Use an argument completely analogous to Lemma 3.12. □
We observe that functions in the binary space W2(m,n) (Q TO) need not be in the space 
W’21,1) ( Q 0). For instance, u( x, t ) = x  is a function in w2jm’n') (Qoo) for all m = 2, 3, . . .  and 
all n = 1 , 2 , . . . ; however, u does not belong to W2 1,1' (Qoo).
L em m a3.14. Let u e W2(1,1 ) (Q TO). Then ux e L2(Q00).
Proof. Since u e w21,1) ( Q 0 ), then u admits an integral representation by Definition 3.3; 
that is, for all (x , t ) e Q TO,
Xx f t  f t  f xf(%)d% + J o g ( r )d T + h(%,r)d%dt ,
where A e R, f  e L2 [0, oo), g e L2 [0, 1], and h e L 2(Q o ). Since
ux ( x, t) = f ( x )  + J 0 h ( x , T) dT
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for all t e [0 , 1 ] and a.e. x e [0 , oo), then
II ux I J  |h (x , r ) |d r j  dxdt
J 0 |h (x ,r )|d dxd t .
Holder’s inequality implies that
ux 'L2(n„) ^ 2  i ,  Jo 1 1 , 1 x
= 2 i / i i L ^ ) + 2 ih iL2(^ o ).
|/ ( x ) |2 + r |h ( x,t )|2 d r j  dxdt
2
Thus ux e L2 (Q oo) . □
Lemma 3.15. Let f  e W'21,1) (D ) . Then the function ¥  : ^  R given by
¥ (  x, t ) = £  f ( x - t + r , r ) d  r
belongs to W2(1,1 ) (Q TO).
Proof. Because f  e W(1,1') (D), it follows that there exist A e R, /  e L2 [-1, oo), g e L2 [0 ,1], 
and h e L2(D) such that f  admits the following representation on D:
X x r t r t r xi /(% )d% + J o g(r )dr  + J^ J ^  h(%,r)d%d r.
Then for all (x, t ) e ,
n r rt rx-t+r ^g (s )dsdr  + J  J  / (%)d%d r
r t r r r x-t+r
+ J  J  J  h(%, s )d%dsdr
= <r( x, t ) + f (  x, t ) + n( x, t ).
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Observe that
a ( x , t ) = J  [A + g ( r )] dt
where
g (t ) = J q g (s )d S
so a  e A C ( K ) for every compact rectangle K c by Theorem 2.4. Consequently, 
a x(x , t ) = 0  implies a x (■,0 ) e L2 [0 , oo), and
d /~t
— a (  x, t ) = A + J g ( r )d  t 
dt J 0
implies
d  , ,
at  a ( x ' T) X '  (|A| + (T)ldT) dt
£ ( £  |gM |dT) d t.
d t <
< 2 A2 + 2
2
It follows from Holder’s inequality that,
d
d t a ( x ,T)
2 r t
dt < 2 A2 + 2  J  |g (t ) |2 dt
= 2A2 + 2 | 2 .L2 [0,1] •
Consequently a t (0,■) e L2 [0, 1] . Also a xt(x , t ) = 0 implies a xt e L2(Q ^ ) . Hence, 
a  e W2(1,1 ) (O to) by Theorem 3.4.
Consider,
X t r-x-t+T rtJ   ̂ f (%)d%dT = J o f  ( x - 1 + t ) dT
where
ry _
f (y) = J_ , f  )d%.
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Clearly, f  belongs to AC [-1, a] for all a e [0, oo) because
£ / ( • )  = / ( • )  e L2 [ -1 ,o ) .  
It follows from a change of variable that
r x
<p( x, t ) = I f  (y)dy
Jx-t
on Qoc. Using part 3 of Theorem 2.4, it is not difficult to check that <p e A C ( K ) for every 
compact rectangle K e . Moreover,
<px(•,0 ) = 0  e L2 [ 0 , o ) ,
for all t e [0 , 1 ], and
<pt(0,t) = J _i / ( £ ) d £ .
A routine calculation shows that <pt (0, •) e L2 [0, 1] . It only remains to check that <pxt e 
L 2 (Qoo) . Since
(pxt (x, t ) = / (x -  t )
for a.e. ( x , t ) e , then
X 1 ^ ^  r1 r ~J Q \<Pxt(£ , t ) I2d£ dT = J q \f (x - 1 ) |2 dxdt.




Jr* 1 r  oo  ̂ r  1 r  oo  ̂ ^
0 J -t |/ (z ) |2 dzdt -  J 0 J - 1  Lf ( z ) \2 dzdt = If  Il2[-1^o)
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implies pxt e L 2(Q!X>). Thus p e W2(1,1)(n TO) .
Let Tx,t = { (£ , t ) e R2 : - 1 < £ < x -  t + r , 0 < t  < t } . Consider,
n x-t+r h(£ ,r )d  £ d r
where
h (£ ,r)  = f 0 h (£ ,s)ds.
Extend h from the trapezoid Tx,t to the rectangle Rx,t = [-1, x] x [0, t ] by
H  ( £ , t )
/ 0T h (£,s)ds if (£ , t ) e Tx,t,
0  if (£ , t ) e Rx,t \  Tx,t.
It follows from the Fubini theorem that
X x-t rt rx rtI h ( £ , r ) dr d£ + I I h ( £ , r ) dr d£
1 J 0 Jx-t J£-x+t
Xx-t rt rx rti Jo H  (£ ,r )d  r d  £ + J x_ J Q H  ( £ , r ) d r d £
= L J o  H ( £ , r ) dr d£.
Thus, n e A C ([-1 , b] x [0, 1]) by Theorem 2.4, part 2. Furthermore, Leibniz’ rule implies 
that
x
n t (x, t ) = J   ̂ H (£ , t)d £ ; 
nx(x, t ) = J  H (x ,r )dr;
nxt (x, t ) =h  (x , t ) .
It is easy to check that, nt (0, •) e L2 [0 ,1], nx(•,0) = 0 e L2 [0, oo), and nxt e L2 (Q to). Then, 
it follows from Theorem 3.4 that n e W’21,1)( ^ 0). Therefore,
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¥  € W2(U )(Q oo ).
Lemma 3.16. Let g € W^1̂  (Q oo ). Then the function G : Q TO ^  R given by
G (x , t ) = J  g (x  + t -  r , r ) d t
belongs to W2(1,1 ) (Q to).
Proof. Use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.15.




H (x, t ) = I h(£,x + t -  £ )d£
x
belongs to w 2(1,1') (Q ^ ). 
Proof. Let t  = x + t -  £, then
r o
H (x, t ) = J  h(x  + t -  T,T ) ( - d t ) 
= J  h(x  + t -  T,T )dT.
Since h € W^ 1,1) (Qoo ), Lemma 3.16 implies that H  € W^1,1 (Q ^ ). □
Lemma 3.18. Let H  belong to W2(1,1 ) (D) and L 2 (D), and let Q = Q (x , t ) be a real analytic 
function on the cone |x| < t, continuous on |x| < t , and satisfying Q (x ,x ) = p 2(x )e -ax 
and Q ( - x , x) = q2(x )e -ax where p 2(x) = a0 + a1 x + a2x 2, q2(x) = b0 + b1 x + b2x2, and 
a0, a1, a2, b0, b1, b2, are constants with a  > 0. Furthermore, Q(x , t ) = 0 on |x| > t . Then the 
function <p : Q ^  ^  R defined by
n x+t-T Q (x -  £, t -  t )H ( £ ,T )d£ dt-t+T
belongs to W2(1,1 ) (Q to).
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Proof. We first assert that p  e A C ( K ) for every compact rectangle K  = [0, a] x [0,1] c 
where a e R+.
To see this, we will use Theorem 2.4, part 3. Note that from Leibniz’ rule:
n x+t—TQx(x -  f ,  t -  t )H ( f , T )d f  dt- t+T
+ J  Q (t  -  t, t -  t )H ( x + t -  T ,T )dT 
-  J  Q ( t -  T, t -  t )H ( x -  t + T ,T )dT 
=6(x , t ) + ju(x,t ) -  v(x ,t ),
and
n x+t-T Qt(x -  f ,  t -  t )H ( f , T ) d f  dt-t+T
+ J  Q(t  -  t, t -  t )H (x + t -  T,T)dT 
+ J  Q(t -  T, t -  t )H (x -  t + T,T)dT 
= f  (x, t ) + H(x, t ) + v(x, t )
for all (x, t ) e Q o . Observe that pt is uniformly bounded on every compact rectangle K , 
so p(x, ■) is Lipschitz and consequently belongs to AC[0,1] for all x e [0, oo). On the other
hand, p ( ■,0) = 0 belongs to A C [0,a] for all a e [0,oo).
Next, we will show pt (■,t ) e A C [0,a] for a.e. t e [0,1]. We begin by noting
/j(x, t ) = J  q2(t -  T)e-a(t-T')H (x + t -  T,T)dt .
Let z = x + 1 -  t  then
j i (x , t ) = f  q2(z -  x )e -a(z-x)H (z ,x  + t -  z)dz
Since
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qi(z  -  x )e -a ( z -x H (z ,x  +t -  z) =e-at h i (z ,x  + t -  z)
-  2  b2 1 e~at h2 (z,x + t -  z)
+ (b it + b2 t2) e-at h^(z,x + t -  z)
where
h i (z,T ) = (bo -  b i r  + b2t 2) eaTH ( z, r ) ,  
h2 (z , r ) =t  eaT H  ( z, t ), 
hs(z,T) =ea r  H  (z, r )
are functions in the function space W((i,i') (D), it follows that the function
r-x+t r-x+t
ju (x , t ) =e~at I h i (z ,x  + t -  z)dz  -  2 b2  t e -at I h2 (z,x + t -  z)dz
x x
rx+t
+ (bit + b2 t2) e-at I h^(z,x + 1 -  z)dz
x
belongs to W'2 i,i) ( ^ 0) by Lemma 3.17. Analogously, Lemma 3.16 implies that v e 
W2(i , i) (O o ). Then /u(-,t) , v (-, t ) e A C [0, a] for all a e [0, oo) and for all t e [0, i], and 
Lemma 3.14 implies ^ x,vx e L 2(Q ^ ) .
Consider,
n x+t-T Qt(x -  £, t -  r ) H ( £ , r ) d £dr.-t+T
Observe that the function (£ ,r)  ^  Qt(x -  £, t -  r )H (£ , r )  can be extended from the triangle 
Ax,t = { (£ ,r) e R2 : x - 1+r  < £ < x +1- r, 0 < r  < t } to the rectangle Txt = [x- 1,x +1] x [0, t ]
because Q(x, t ) = 0 on |x| > t . Then,
n x+t Qt(x -  £, t -  r )H (£ ,r )d£dr .-t
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It follows from Leibniz’ rule that
n x+t Qtx(x -  £, t -  t )H (£,T>d£dt- t
+ J  Qt (-t ,  t -  t )H (x  + t,T>dt  
-  J  Qt(t, t -  t ) H (x -  t,T )dt
for all (x, t ) e . Since p x is uniformly bounded on every compact rectangle in , 
p (•, t ) is Lipschitz, and consequently belongs to AC [0,a] for all a e [0 ,oo) and t e [0,1 ] . 
Hence
(pt (•, t ) = p  (•, t ) + u O, t ) + v ( s t )
belongs to AC [0, a ] for every t e [0,1 ] and a e R+ .In  addition,
ptx ( x , t ) = px ( x , t ) + Ux ( x , t ) + Vx ( x , t )
for a.e. (x, t) e , and since u x, vx e L2(Q^ > and p x e L 1 (K ) implies that p tx e L 1(K >. 
Then we conclude from part 3 of Theorem 2.4 that p e AC(K) for every compact rectangle 
K in Qoo.
On the other hand, px(•,0) = 0 belongs to L2 [0, oo), and p t (0,•) is continuous 
on [0,1] and hence belongs to L2 [0 ,1]. To complete the proof it only remains to show 
p x e L2 (Q to). To see this we note that
IIP.x lL2(fioo ) Jr 1 r ^  / rt rX+t0 J 0 /  I  L  lQtx(x -  £ '  -  T>H ( M p dT
+ J  Qt ( - t, t -  t )H (x + t,t ) dt 
+ J  Q t(t,t -  t )H (x -  t,T> dt | dxdt




+ 3 1 0 £  ~  ( 1 0  \Q  1 -  t )h ( x +’•T)\i  T)
+ 3 1 0 £  ~ ( 1 0  \Q ( f ’ t -  t )h  (x -  UT)\d  t) ' 
= 3 (/i + 12 + h ) .
First, consider
Jr  1 roo ( nt n X+t ),  £  ( £  L  \Q t*( x - £  • -  T) H ( ^ ,T) \d ^ i T) i x i t .
Clearly, Qtx is essentially bounded on the truncated cone |x| < t < 1. Then there exists a 
constant M such that
X1 r°° (  f t  fx+t )J  I J  J  H ( £ , t ) i £i t I i x i t .
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that
Jr 1 roo rt rx+t 2I I I  H (£ , t ) i £i t i x i t ,0 Jo Jo Jx-t
and it follows from the Fubini theorem that
X 1 f"t ( f°° fx+t 2 )J  I J  J  H ( £ , t ) i £ i x l i t i t .
Applying the Fubini theorem again with a straightforward calculation, one can conclude 
that






implies from Fubini theorem that
Jr  1 roo rto L  L  | Q < - t -t -  t ) h (x + t -r ) 2 d r  dxd t .
Because Qt is essentially bounded on [-1,0] x [0 , 1 ], there exists a constant N  such that
Jr 1 r  °° rtI I H  <x + t , r )o Jo Jo 2d r d xd t .
If z x + t then we obtain the following
X 1 r  oo 2J Q H<z,r) drdz  < N ||H 2 .L2(D).
A similar argument can be used to show I3 is finite. We then conclude that <ptx e L2<Q OO )
as well. Therefore, (p e W^1,1 (Q ^ ) by Theorem 3.4. □
Lemma 3.19. If f  and f x belong to w 2(̂ ,1̂) (Q o ) then
F < x, t ) = -
f  < ̂ t )
f  <0 , t ) + xfx  <0 , t)
if < x, t ) e Q o ,
if <x, t ) e [ - 1 ,0 ) x [0 , 1 ],
is an extension of f  to [-1, ro) x [0,1] such that F  and Fx belong to W2(1,1 ) <[-1, ro) x [0,1]).
Proof. Consider Fj 1 <x ,t ) = f  <0,t ) + x f x<0,t ). By Theorems 3.4 and 2.4, part 3,
f  <0, •) and f x <0, •) belong to AC[0,1], and it follows that F j^  0]x [0 1] <x, •) belongs to AC[0,1] 
for all x e [-1 ,0]. Furthermore, f t <0, t ) and f xt <0, t ) exist for a set of t-values of full measure 
in [0,1]. Consequently, the affine linear function
x  ~  ( F I [ -1 ,0M 0 , 1 ] ) t < x , t )  =  f  < ° , t )  +  x f x t < 0 , t ) .
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belongs to A C [-1,0] fora.e. t e [0,1]. It follows that for almost every (x, t ) e [-1,0] x [ 0 , 1 ],
(Fi[-1,0]x[0,1] ) tx ( X, t) = f xt ( 0 , t)-
But fx e W2< u )( f l^ )  so by Theorem 3.4, f „ (0,•) e L2[0 ,1]. Thus, (F [. 1,0]x[0,1]) tx 6
L2([ -1 ,0] x [0,1]) c L 1([ -1 ,0] x [0,1]), and e AC([-1 ,0 ] x [0,1]) b y p a rt3 o f
Theorem 2.4. Clearly
( F [-1,0M0,1] )t (0 , t ) = ft (0  t ) e l 2 [0, U  and ( ^ j[-1,0]x[0,1, )x (> 0 ) = fx (0  0 ) e l 2 [ - 1 ,0 ]
so 10]x[01] e W2(1,1) ([-1 ,0 ] x [0,1]) by Theorem 3.4. On the other hand, Fjn^ = f  e
w2U )(Q oo). Consequently, F e W2<1,1) ( [ -1 ,0] x [0,1] u n TO) = W2<1,1) ( [ -1 ,«>) x [0,1]). 
Similarly,
Fx (x, t)
f x ( x, t )
fx (0 , t )
if (x, t ) e Q to,
if (x ,t) e [ - 1 ,0 ) x [0 , 1 ].
Observe that for all (x, t ) e [-1 ,0] x [0,1],
( f j[-1,0]x[0,1] )x (x -t ) = fx (° . t ) = f x ( 0 -0 ) + £  f x, (0 *t ) d T
where f xt(0, •) e L2[0, 1]. Therefore Fx j[-1,0]x[0,1] e W2<U )([ -1 , 0] x [0, 1]) by Definition 3.3. 
Clearly Fx |nM = f x e W2<1,1)( ^ 0) so
Fx e W2<U )( [ - 1 ,0 ] x [0 , 1 ] u n TO) = W2<U )( [ - 1 , «>) x [0 , 1 ]).
Lemma 3.20. If f , fx, fxx, and fxxx belong to W2<U )(Q TO) then
□
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F (x, t ) = -
f ( X t) if (x, t ) e Q c
f  ( 0 , t ) + xfx  ( 0 , t ) + Xr f xx ( 0 , t ) + i p f xxx ( 0 , t ) if (x, t ) e [ - 1 , 0 ) X [ 0 , 1 ]
is an extension of f  to [-1, oo) x [0,1] such that F , Fx, Fxx, and Fxxx belong to W2 , ' ([ -1 , oo) x 
[ 0 , 1 ]).
Proof. Arguments analogous to those in the proof of Lemma 3.19 establish the result. □
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS TO THE TELEGRAPH
PROBLEM IN RKHS
Define the telegraph operator L : W (QTO) ^  W^1,1̂  (Ooo) by
Lu — Utt Uxx + 2aUt + u
where W(Ooo) is defined in (10). Then the system (1) and (2) can be expressed as
Lu( x, t ) — f  (x, t ) (11)
for all (x, t ) e , subject to homogeneous initial conditions
u(x ,0 ) — 0  — ut (x ,0 ), 0  < x < oo. (1 2 )
Theorem 4.1. Let f  and f x belong to (O o ) and let f  belong to L2 (O oo). Then there
exists a function u — u (x ,t) in W(QTO) satisfying (1 1 ) and (8 ).
Proof. Define an extension F  of f  to D — [-1, oo) x [0,1] as the follows:
F ( x, t) —
f  (x t)
f  (0 , t ) + xfx (0 , t )
if (x, t ) e O o ,
if (x ,t) e [ - 1 ,0 ) x [0 , 1 ].
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Lemma 3.19 implies that F  and Fx belong to (D). Clearly F  e L2 (D) and a routine
argument using Lemma 3.14 indicates that Fx belongs to L2 (D) as well.
Define the function S : D ^  R by
S( x, t )
\ p  ( ( a 2 - yS2 ) ( t2 -  x2 )) e at if |x| < t,
0  if | x | > t,
where
and define u on as follows:
00 yn
P( y) = „? o 4 n (« !)2’
n x+t-T S(x -  %,t -  t )F(%,T)d%dt .
-t+T
(13)
We shall demonstrate that u belongs to W(Qoo) and satisfies (11) and (8 ). In fact, using the 
Leibniz rule, we obtain the following derivatives of u at points (x, t ) e :
n x+t-TSt(x -  %,t -  t )F(%,T)d%dt
-t+T
+ 2  J  e a(t t) [F (x + t -  t , t ) + F (x  -  t + t , t )] dt ,
n x+t-T Stt (x -  %, t -  t )F  (%,T)d % d T
-t+T
(a 2 -  yS2 )( t -  t )f 'Jo p-a(t-T)-  a  | e a(t T) [F (x  + t -  t ,t ) + F (x -  t + t ,t )] dt
+ 2  X  e a(t T) [Fx(x + 1 -  t ,t ) -  Fx(x -  t + t ,t )] dt + F (x ,t),
Jf- t r-x+t-TI Sx (x -  %, t -  t )F  (%,T)d % d T
0 Jx-t+T
+ 2  J  e a(t t) [F (x + 1 -  t ,t ) -  F (x -  t + t,t )] dt ,
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n X+t-T Sxx(x -  £, t -  t )F (£ ,t )d£dT-t+T
+ (a  ^ ^  ) J  (t -  T)e-a(t-T) [F(x  + 1 -  t ,t ) + F (x  -  t + t ,t )] dt  
+ 2  £  e-a(t-T) [Fx (x + t -  t,t ) -  Fx (x -  t + t ,t )] dt,
Uxt (x, t ) = Utx (x, t )
t x+t-Tn x+t Stx( x -  £, t -  t ) F (£ ,T )d£ dt
-t+T
( a 2 - S ) ( t _ t )  -  2  j  e- a(t-T) [f (x + t -  t ,t ) -  F ( x -  t + t ,t )] dT 




Lemmas 3.15, 3.16 and 3.18 imply that u, ux, ut, uxt, utx, uxx, and utt belong to
W2(1,1)( ^ o ). Hence u e W (Qto). Moreover, for all (x, t ) e Qoo,
Lu(x ,t) -  f  (x ,t) =(utt -  Uxx + 2aUt + j8 2u) (x ,t) -  f  (x ,t)
n x+t-T (Stt -  Sxx + 2 aSt + yS2S) (x -  £, t -  t )F (£ ,T )d£dt .
-t+T
But for all |£| < t we have
(Stt -  Sxx + 2 a St + J32s ) (£,t ) = 2 (a 2 -  J32)e-aT ^zp"(z) + p '(z ) -  ^ P (z) ) 
where z = ( a 2 -  >82 ) (t 2 -  £2 ) . It is not hard to check that
zp "(z) + p '(z ) -  4 p (z) = 0
for all z. Consequently, we conclude that Lu(x, t ) -  f  (x, t ) = 0 for all (x, t ) e . Thus, 
u = u(x, t ) solves ( 1 1 ) in and trivially satisfies the initial conditions (8 ) as well. □
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We are now ready to present an ‘eventual’ uniqueness result for solutions to (11) 
and (8 ) in the space W(Qoo).
Theorem 4.2. Let u e W(Qoo) be a solution of (11) which satisfies (8 ). Then u is unique 
on the subset
T  = {(x, t ) :  x > t and 0  < t < 1 }.
of Q o .
Proof. Let u = u (x ,t) and v = v (x ,t) be two solutions of (11) and (8 ) in W (QTO). Define 
a function w : Q TO ^  R by
w( x, t ) = a -fi )t (u( x, t ) -  v( x, t)).
Then
Wtt -  Wxx + 2 ( V a 2 -  fi2) Wt = 0 in Q c , (14)
and
w (x ,0 ) = wt (x ,0 ) = 0 for all 0 < x < oo. (15)
We observe that the energy of w at t:
1 TO , ,
E(t)  = 2  Vo ( w2 (x ,t ) + w2̂ t ) ) dx
may be infinite for all t e (0,1]. Consequently, we must argue carefully and use ‘local’ 
energy methods ([7], page 84) to establish our eventual uniqueness result. Fix £ e [1, oo) 
and t e [0,1], and let Bt,£ = {x : |x -  £ | < 1 -  t, 0 < t < 1}. Then the energy of w over Bt,£ is 
given by
1
E (£,t) = ~ /  (w2(x ,t) + wt
2  J  B, ,£
1 r £+(1-t)
2  j £ - ( 1-t) (w t2 (x, t)
(x ,t)) dx 
+ w2 (x, t )) dx.
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(g, t) = I (wt (x, t )wtt (x, t ) + wx ( x, t )wxt ( x, t )) dx
Jg-(l-t)
-  2 (w2 ( g + (i  - 1 ), t ) + w2 ( g + ( i  - 1 ), t ) )
-  2 (w2 (g -  ( i  - 1 ), t ) + w2 (g -  ( i  - 1 ), t ) ) .
Then integration by parts yields
dEE(g,t) = J ~ ^  (wtt(x ,t) -  wxx(x, t ) )wf (x ,t)dx
+ wx (g + ( l  -  t ), t )wt (g + ( l  -  t ), t )
-  wx (g -  ( l  -  t ) , t)w, (g -  ( l  -  t ) , t )
-  2  (w2 (g + ( l  -  t ), t) + w2 (g + ( l  -  t ), t))  
-  2 (w2 (g -  ( l  - 1 ), t ) + w2 (g -  ( l  - 1 ), t ) ) .
But the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality implies that
+ wx (g + ( l  -  t), t )wt (g + ( l  -  t ), t )
-  2  (w2 (g + ( l  -  t ), t) + w2 (g + ( l  -  t), t))  -  0
and
-  wx (g -  ( l  -  t ), t )wt (g -  ( l  -  t ), t )
-  2 (w2(g -  ( l  - 1 ), t ) + w2(g -  ( l  - 1), t))  < o .
Consequently, since w satisfies (14), we obtain
dE i---------  rg+(l-t) „
-^7 (g, t) < - V a 2 -  . . w2(x, t)dx < 0 .
dt Jg-(l-t)
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It follows that Qjj-(%, t ) < 0 for all t e [0,1] and all % e [1, oo). But
0  < E (%,t ) < E (%,0 ) = 2  (w2 (x ,0 ) + w2 (x ,0 )) dx = 0
by equation (11). This means that wf2 (x ,t) + w2 (x ,t) = 0 for all points in T. Thus w is a 
constant function on T  and, as a result of (11), w(x, t ) = 0 for all (x, t ) e T. Hence u and v 
agree on T . □
In order to show that Theorem 4.2 is sharp, we now provide an example of two 
solutions to (14)-(11) which differ on \  T . Consider the driver f  in (11) given by 
f  (x, t ) = x2 e-x . One can define two different extensions F  and F  of f  from to D as 
follows:
F ( x , t ) =
and
F (x, t ) = -
x2e-x if (x, t ) e Q to,
0 if (x, t ) e [ - 1 ,0 ) x [0 , 1 ],
x2e-x if (x ,t) e Q to,
- x 2ex if (x, t ) e [ - 1 ,0 ) x [0 , 1 ].
It follows from Lemma 3.19 that F  and Fx belong to W2(1,1) (D), and it is easy to check that 
F  and Fx belong to W'21,1) (D) as well. Clearly, F  and F  belong to L2 (D). Furthermore, 
the argument in Theorem 4.1 shows that
and
n x+t-T S(x  -  %, t -  t )F (%,T)d %dt ,-t+T
n x+t-T S (x -  %,t -  t )F (% ,T )d%dt .-t+T
are solutions to (11)-(8) and belong to W(Qoo) . However,
rt rt-T




r t  r+t-r
v (0, t ) = / I S (-% ,t -  r )F (% ,T ) d %d t  = 0,
J  0 J —t+T
fo r all 0  < t < 1 .
F ix  an  ex tension  F  o f  f  to  D  sa tisfy ing  F , Fx e W2(1,1) (D ) and  F  e L 2 (D ) , and  le t
A(x , t)  = {(%,t ) e R 2 : |x -  %| < t -  t , 0  < t  < t }
fo r (x , t ) e Q oo. O bserve tha t the fu n c tio n  u e W (Q oo) g iven  by (10) in  the p ro o f o f  T heorem  
4.1 can  be w ritten  as
u ( x , t ) = S ( x  -  %,t -  t )F(%,t ) d% dT
(%,T)eA(x,t)
for all ( x, t ) e . C onsequently , i f  w e define a fu n c tio n  g  by
g ( t )  = I f  S(-% ,t  -  t )F(%,t ) d % d t  i f  0  < t < 1, (16)
(%,T)sA(0,t)
in  p o in t o f fact
u ( 0 , t ) = g ( t ) i f  0  < t < 1. (17)
T hen  the  fu n c tio n  u e W (Q oo)
(8 ), and  (17). T h e  nex t resu lt
(11), (8 ), and  (17).
T h e o re m  4.3 . L e t u e W ( Q ^ ) be a so lu tion  o f  (11) w h ich  satisfies (8 ) and  (17). T hen  u is 
un ique on  Q ^ .
g iven by ( 1 0 ) solves the  in itia l/b o u n d ary  value  p ro b lem  ( 1 1 ), 
show s th a t th is fu n c tio n  u is the on ly  so lu tion  in  W (Q oo) to
Proof. L e t u = u ( x , t ) and  v = v ( x , t ) be  tw o so lu tions o f  (1 1 ) , ( 8 ), and  (1 7 ) in  W ( Q ^ ).
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D efine a fu n c tio n  w : ^  R  by
w ( x , t ) = e^a— a —  )f ( u ( x , t ) -  v ( x , t ) ) .
T hen
wtt -  wxx + 2  a 2 - yS2 j  wt = 0  in (18)
w (x ,0 ) = wt (x ,0 ) = 0  fo r all 0  < x  < oo; (19)
w ( 0 , t ) = 0  fo r all t e [0 , 1 ]. (2 0 )
F ix  t  e [0, oo) and  t e [0 ,1 ], and  le t R t,t = {x : 0  < x  < t  + 1 - 1, 0  < t < 1}. T hen  the 
energy  o f  w over R t,t is g iven  by
1
E (^, t) = I (w2 (x t) + w2(x ,t ) ) dx
2  w/Rr,̂
1 r t +i-1
= 2  X  (w2( ̂ t) + w2 (x, t))  dx.
It follow s from  the L eib n iz  ru le  th a t
d E
~dt
(w t ( x, t )w tt ( x, t ) + wx (x , t )wxt (x , t ) )  dx  
( t  + 1 -  t , t ) + w2 (£  + 1 -  t , t ) ) .
T hen  in teg ra tio n  by  p arts  y ields
d E  r t +1- t ,
■df ( t ,  t ) = I  (w tt ( x, t ) -  wxx (x , t ) )w t  (x, t )d x
+ wt ( t  + 1 -  t, t)w x  ( t  + 1 -  t, t ) -  wt (0 , t)w x  ( 0 , t ) 
-  2 ( w 2 ( t + 1 -  t , t ) + w 2 ( t + 1 - 1, t ) ) .
B u t the  a rith m etic -g eo m etric  m ean  inequality  im plies tha t
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+ wt (£ + ( 1  -  t ), t )wx (£ + ( 1  -  t ), t )
-  2  (w2(£ + ( 1  - 1 ) ,t) + w2(£ + ( 1  -  t ) , t ) ) -  0 ­
In addition, condition (20) implies that wt (0, t ) = 0 for all t e [0,1]. Consequently, since w 
satisfies (18), we obtain
d E /---------  r^+1-t „
- r f  (£ ,t ) -  - 2 a 2 - 0 1 J Q wf2 (x ,t)dx  -  0 .
It follows that d E (£, t ) -  0 for all t e [0,1] and all £ e [0, oo). But
0  -  E (£,t ) -  E (£,0 ) = 2  J j  (w2 (x ,0 ) + w2 (x ,0 ) ) dx = 0
by (19). This means that wf2 (x, t ) + w2 (x, t ) = 0 for all points in . Thus w is a constant 
function on and, as a result of (19), w (x ,t) = 0 for all (x ,t) e Q TO. Thus u and v agree 
on Q to. □
The techniques of proof of the existence-uniqueness results for W(Qoo) can be 
extended to obtain analogous results for w 2 3,3) (Qoo).
Theorem 4.4. Let f , f x, f xx, f xxx belong to w21,1) ( Q 0 ) and let f  belong to L2(Q 00). Then 
there exists a function u = u (x ,t) which belongs to W2(3,3) (Q to) and satisfies ( 1 1 ) and (8 ).
Proof. The function f  can be extended to the region D  by the formula
F (x , t ) = -
f  ( x t)
2 3
f  (0 , t ) + x f x (0 , t ) + xp f xx (0 , t ) + ^  f xxx ( 0 , t )
i f  (x, t ) e Q to,
i f  (x , t ) e [ - 1 , 0 ) x [0 , 1 ].
I t follow s from  L em m a (3 .20) th a t F , F x, F xx and  F xxx b e lo n g  to  w 21,1) (D ) .
C learly, F  e L 2 (D ) and  L em m a 3 .14  can  be  used  to  show  F x, F xx, F xxx e L 2 (D ) as 
w ell. C onsequently , the  p ro o f  o f  T heorem  4.1 dem onstra tes th a t the  func tion
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n X+t-T S ( x  -  £, t -  t ) F ( g ,T ) d £ d t  (10)-t+T
satisfies (11) and  (8 ). M oreover, one d educes from  L em m as 3.15, 3 .16, 3 .18, and  the  p ro o f 
o f  T heorem  3.4  th a t 5 (u )  e W2(1,1) (Q * )  fo r every  e lem en ta ry  d iffe ren tia l o p era to r 5 such 
th a t s igna tu re (5 )  < (2 ,2 ) .  A s a result, u e W2(3,3) (Q * )  by app ly ing  L em m a 3.13. □
W e also  no te  tha t argum ents s im ilar to  the  p ro o f  o f  T heorem s 4 .2  and  4.3 lead  to 
even tua l un iqueness and  u n iqueness resu lts, respectively , fo r w J 3,3) (Q oo ).
Theorem 4.5. L et u and  v b elong  to w J 3,3) (Q oo) and  solve (11)-(8). T h en  u (x , t)  = v (x , t ) 
fo r all ( x, t ) in  the  set
T  = { (x, t ) :  x  > t and  0  < t < 1 }.
Theorem 4.6. L et u e W2(3,3) (Q * )  be  a so lu tion  o f  (11) w h ich  satisfies (8 ) and  (17). T hen  
u is u n ique on  .
5. CONCLUSION
We have introduced and investigated properties of a new family W2(m,n)(Q 0 ) of 
reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces on the semi-infinite domain = [0, oo) x [0,1 ] . We 
have observed the curious fact that these are Hilbert spaces of continuous functions on Q * 
which need not be square-integrable on Q * , and hence cannot be embedded in any Sobolev 
space on Q * . We have used these spaces to construct reproducing kernel Hilbert solution 
spaces
W(ft* ,) = W2(3,1)(Q * ) n  W2(2,2)(Q * ) n  W2(1,3)(Q * ) , 
and
W2(3,3)(Q o ) ,
for the non-homogeneous telegraph problem ( 1 )-(2 ) when the driver f  is square-integrable
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and  satisfies n a tu ra l sm oothness cond itions. W e have show n th a t any tw o so lu tions o f 
(1)-(2) in  e ith e r o f these  spaces even tua lly  agree. M oreover, any tw o such so lu tions agree 
th ro u g h o u t i f  they  satisfy  a b o u n d ary  co n d itio n  (3).
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III. STABILITY AND APPROXIMATION OF SOLUTIONS IN NEW 
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ABSTRACT
We introduce new reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces on a trapezoidal semi-infinite 
domain B i n  the plane. The reproducing kernels for these spaces are piecewise polynomial 
functions despite the non-rectangular nature of Boo. We establish uniform approximation 
results in terms of the number of nodes on compact subsets of B for solutions to non­
homogeneous hyperbolic partial differential equations in one of these spaces, W (B ^). 
Furthermore, we demonstrate the stability of such solutions with respect to the driver. 
Finally, we give two examples to illustrate the efficiency and accuracy of the reproducing 
kernel method.
Keywords: reproducing kernel Hilbert space, stability of solutions, telegraph equation
1. INTRODUCTION
Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces were introduced in the early twentieth century by 
Zaremba to study boundary value problems for harmonic and biharmonic functions [9, 10], 
and a general theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces was established by Aronszajn 
[2] and Bergman [3]. Since their inception, reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces have seen
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in creasin g  u se  for solv ing  n o t on ly  p artia l d iffe ren tia l equations b u t in teg ra l and  o rd inary  
d iffe ren tia l equations as w ell. R ecently , rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb e rt spaces have a ttrac ted  the 
a tten tio n  o f  m any  researchers (e.g. [1, 6 , 7, 8]) afte r C u i and  L in  [4] developed  rep ro d u cin g  
H ilb e rt spaces w ith  p iecew ise  p o lynom ia l k ern e ls  on co m p ac t in terva ls, W%[a,b], and 
co m p ac t rectang les, W(m’n') ([a,  b] x [c, d ] ) ,  and  used  them  to help  solve a w id e  v arie ty  o f 
lin ear and  n o n lin ear p rob lem s.
E x istence and  u n iqueness o f  so lu tions to  n o n-hom ogeneous hyperbo lic  p a rtia l d if­
fe ren tia l equations w ere investigated  on the  sem i-in fin ite  strip  = [0 , oo) x [0 , 1 ] in  
tw o p articu la r rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb e rt spaces co n ta in ed  in  C 2 ( Q o ): W2(3,3) (Q TO) and 
W (Q to ) = W2(3,1) (Q TO) n  w 22,2) (Q oo) n  W2(1,3) (Q TO); see T heorem s 4.1 and  4 .4  in  [6 ]. B e ­
cau se  the rep ro d u cin g  k ern e ls  o f  these  spaces are also  p iecew ise  p o lynom ia l functions, they  
are excep tionally  w ell-equ ipped  fo r nu m erica l app rox im ation  o f  so lu tions.
T he aim  o f th is p ap e r is to  in tro d u ce  and  study  a new  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb ert 
space W2(3,3) (B to ) on  a sem i-in fin ite  trap ezo id a l p lan e  region:
B = { (x , t ) :  0  < t < 1 and  t < x  < oo}.
W e use  this space to  solve n o n -hom ogeneous hyperbo lic  p a rtia l d iffe ren tia l equations, we 
analyze the stab ility  o f such so lu tions w ith  re sp ec t to  the  driver, and  w e d iscuss the local 
un ifo rm  approx im ation  o f  so lu tions in  th is new  space in  term s o f  the  d en sity  o f  nodes in
B r = { (x , t ) : 0  < t < 1 and  t < x  < r }.
T h e sem i-in fin ite  trap ezo id  B TO arises na tu ra lly  in  the  un iqueness th eo ry  fo r hyper­
bo lic  p a rtia l d iffe ren tia l equations in  ([6 ], T heorem s 4 .2  and  4 .5). T he new  rep ro d u cin g  
k ern e l H ilb e rt spaces w 23,3) ( B 0 ) and  W ( B 00), in tro d u ced  in  sec tion  2, con ta in  the so lu ­
tions to  n o n-hom ogeneous hyperbo lic  p artia l d iffe ren tia l equations, p rov ided  the d riv er is 
sufficiently  sm ooth  and  square-in teg rab le . T h ese  new  spaces have p iecew ise  po lynom ia l
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kernels , and  as m en tio n ed  previously , th is m akes them  conven ien t fo r n u m erica l app ro x im a­
tions. B ased  on o u r experiences w e expect tha t sim ple  rep ro d u cin g  kernels  ex ist - p robab ly  
p iecew ise  po lynom ia ls  - fo r the  space W2(3,3) ( E ) defined  on  a convex polygonal d om ain  E  
in  the p lane.
T his artic le  is o rgan ized  as follow s. F u n d am en ta l defin itions, re la ted  no tation , and 
com m o n  facts ab o u t rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb ert spaces are p resen ted  in  S ection  2. S ection  
3 is devo ted  to  the  rep resen ta tio n  o f  so lu tions to  Lu  = f  w here  L  is a one-to -one, bounded , 
lin ear tran sfo rm atio n  be tw een  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb e rt spaces. T h e  lo ca l s tab ility  and 
un ifo rm  approx im ation  o f so lu tions in  w 23,3) ( B 0 ) fo r te leg rap h  p rob lem s is exam ined  in  
S ection  4. W e give tw o exam ples to  illu stra te  the th eo ry  in  S ection  5. O u r co nc lusions are 
p resen ted  in  S ection  6 .
2. PRELIM INARIES
T his sec tion  is devo ted  to basic  defin itions and  assoc ia ted  n o ta tio n  for rep ro d u cin g  
k ern e l H ilb ert spaces. W e also  in tro d u ce  som e w ell-know n facts ab o u t rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l 
H ilb e rt spaces w h ich  w ill be u sed  in  th is w ork. S uggested  general re ferences fo r rep ro d u cin g  
k ern e l H ilb e rt spaces are  [2, 3, 4 ]  and  specific deta ils  for m ate ria l in  th is sec tion  are given 
in  [6 , 7].
Definition 2.1. L et E  be a no n em p ty  set, and  le t [%, {•, •)) be  a H ilb ert space o f  con tinuous 
rea l-v a lu ed  func tions on E  . A  fu n c tio n  K  : E  x E  ^  R  is a rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l o f  H  if
i) K (-,6 ) e H , for all 6  e E  and
ii) ( h ,K ( 6 , •)) = h ( 6 ) fo r all 6  e E  and  for all h e H .
Such a H ilb ert space possessin g  a rep ro d u cin g  k e rn e l w ill be  ca lled  a rep ro d u cin g  
k ern e l H ilb ert space (R K H S). W e beg in  w ith  R K H S s o f  func tions defined  on in terva ls in
R.
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Lemma 2.2. ( [ 4 ] )  The space
W2[0 , 1 ] = {g : [0 , 1 ] ^  R | g e AC[0 ,1 ] and  g ' e L2 [0 ,1 ]},
equ ip p ed  w ith  the  in n e r p ro d u c t
^ h )w1 [0,1] = g ( 0 ) h ( 0 ) + f 0 g ' { r ) h '{T)dt ,
is a R K H S  w ith  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l fu n c tio n  q ( t ,T ) g iven  by
q (t,T) = 1 + fo  x [0,t](s )d s •
Lem m a 2.3. ([7]) F o r any t and  s  in  [0 ,1 ],
||q ( 6  •) -  q ( s , -) IW21[0,1] = |t -  s
Proof. O bserve tha t
2
| |q ( t . •) -  q (s , •) | w i [0,1] = (q (t, •) -  q (s , •X q (t, •) -  q (s , •) )
= (q ( t , -X q (t, •))  + ( q ( s , -X q (s, •))  -  2  (q (t, •), q (s , •) ) -
I t is easy  to  check  th a t
(q ( t ,  •), q(t,  •)) = 1 + 1,
and
(q ( t,  •), q (s ,  •)) = 1 + m in{ t, s} .
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C o m b in in g  the  above iden tities , w e ob ta in  the  d esired  conclusion . □
Lem m a 2.4. ([6]) T he space
W2[0,  ro )  = {f  : [0 , ro )  ^  R  | f  e A C [0 ,a ]  for all a  > 0  and  f  e L 2 [0, ro )} , 
equ ip p ed  w ith  the  in n e r p ro d u c t
Jr oo0 f ' ( x  ) g , ( x )d x ,
is a R K H S w ith  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l fu n c tio n  r  ( x ,£ ) g iven  by
w here
r (x ,£ )
r i ( x , £ ) i f  x  e [0 , 1 ] and  £  e [0 , ro ) , 
r 2 (x , £)  i f  x  e [ 1 , ro )  and  £  e [0 , ro ) ,
2  -  x
r i (x ,£ )  = i 2  -  £
1
i f  0  < £  < x  < 1 , 
i f  0  < x  < £  < 1 , 
i f  1 < £  < ro,
1 i f  0  < £  < 1 ,
r 2 ( x ,£ ) = < £  if 1 < £  < x  < ro,
x  i f  1 < x  < £  < ro .
Proof. T he p ro o f  is ro u tin e  and  the  details  are om itted . □
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llr  (x , •) -  r  (y, •) lW2i[o ,^) = lx  -  y |.
Proof.  O bserve tha t
Ik (x  •) -  r  (y , O l L ^ o o ) = ( r  (x, •) -  r  (y , •), r  ( x, •) -  r  ( y , •) )
= ( r ( x , •),r ( x , •)) + ( r ( y , •),r (y , •)) -  2  ( r ( x , •),r (y , •)),
Lemma 2.5. For any x and y in [0, oo),
and  co m puta tions show  tha t
and
2  -  z
r ( z -Xr ( z  •)w i[0^o)
z
i f  z e [0 , 1 ] , 
i f  z e [ 1 , o )  ,
( r  (x , •) , r  ( y, •) w2 [0,oo)
2  -  m ax{ x, y}
m in{  x, y}
1
1
i f  x, y e [0 , 1 ], 
i f  x ,y  e [ 1 , o ) ,  
i f  x  e [0 , 1 ] and  y e [0 , oo), 
i f  x  e [ 1 , oo) and  y e [0 , 1 ].
I t follow s from  the above iden tities  tha t
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r  ( x, •)
2  m ax{x , y} -  x  -  y
x  + y  -  2  m in{x , y}
r  ( y , •)
2
W2[0,oo )
y -  x
x  -  y
i f  x, y € [0 , 1 ], 
i f  x ,y  € [ 1 , to), 
i f  x  € [0 , 1 ] and  y € [ 1 , to), 
i f  x  € [ 1 , to) and  y € [0 , 1 ].
T hus,
r  ( x  •) r  ̂  •)
2
Wj[0,~ ) x  -  y |.
□
W e nex t tu rn  to  R K H S s o f  func tions defined  on reg ions in  the  p lane.
Definition 2.6. A  fu n c tio n  u : Br ^  R is said  to  be  abso lu te ly  con tinuous on  Br i f  and  only  
i f  th ere  ex ist A € R , f  € L  1[ 0 , r ], g € L 1[0 ,1 ], h € L 1 (Br) such th a t
r-x r t r t rx
u (x , t ) = A + J  f (%)d% + g ( r ) dt  + J  h ( ^ , r ) d%dt ,
fo r all (x , t ) € Br . In  th is case  w e w rite  u € A C (Br). I f  u : B TO ^  R belongs to  A C (Br) fo r 
every  r  > 1 th en  w e say u € A C1oc (B TO).
Definition 2.7. A  fu n c tio n  u : B TO ^  R belongs to  W2(1,1) ( B o ) p rov ided  u € A C1oc( B o ) 
and  the  fo llow ing  squ are-in teg rab ility  cond itions are satisfied :
i) d tu ( 1 ,•) € L 2[ 0 ,1] ;
ii) -§-x u ( , 0 ) € L 2[0 , to) ;
d2
iii) dxdtu € L  (B to) .
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Lemma 2.8. The space Wr21,1) (BTO), equipped with the inner product
T 1 d d
(u’v )w2(i-i)(BTC) = u ( 1 , 0 ) v ( 1 , 0 ) + J 0 d r U (1 ,T ) d T V (1 ,T )d T
r°°  d d
+ l o  r e  0 ) d e  v ( f ' 0 )d #
+ # b„  a f d r  u(e ' T) a f d r  u(e - r )de  d T-
is a R K H S  with reproducing kernel function K 1 ( x, t ; •, *) = r (x , - )q( t ,  *) where q  and r  are 
defined in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, respectively.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.8 in [6 ]. □
Definition 2.9. ([6]) A function u : BTO ^  R belongs to w23,3)( B o ) provided 
(a) u and its following derivatives belong to ACioc( B 00):
ut , ux , u tt, u tx, uxt, uxx,
uttx, u txt, uxtt, uxxt, u xtx, u txx,
uttxx, u txtx, u txxt, uxtxt, uxttx, uxxtt,
(b) and the following square-integrability conditions are satisfied:
i) | 3 u ( 1 , •) e L2 [0 , 1 ] for all i = 0 , 1 , 2  ;
ii) I ?  d j u (-,0 ) e L2[0 , to) for all j  = 0, 1, 2 ;
iii) ax w u e l 2 ( b ^ ) .
Definition 2.10. The subspace Vk(BTO) of w23,3) (Bto) is defined by
Vk(Boo) = {u e w2 3,3) ( B o) : u (x ,0 ) = 0  = ut (x ,0 ) for all x > 0 }.
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Lem m a 2.11. T he space W ( B 00), equ ip p ed  w ith  the  in n er p ro d u c t
2 dj r°° d3 d3
(U,v )tv(bx ) = E ( i ,0 W ( i ,0 ) + J 0 Utt(x ,0 ) a x* Vtt(x 0 )dx
3
1 d 3 di d* di
y  i ^ — u( i , t ) ^ — v ( i , t ) d t  
h J 0 d t 3 d x l y J d t 3 d x  y ’
d 6 d 6
u ( x, t ) ,  ,  v (  x, t )d x d t,
d x 3d t 3
+
i=0
L d x 3d t 3
is a R K H S  w ith  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l fu n c tio n  g iven by the p ro d u c t K  ( x, t ; £ ,t ) = R (  x , £ ) Q ( t , r )  
w here
Q ( t , r )
1 12T2 + 1 2 12T3 -  24 tT4 + 120 T5 i f  0  < T < t < 1,
1 T2 t 2 + 42T2 t3 -  24Tt4 + 44015 i f  0  < t < T < 1,
R i(x ,Z )
R( x ,Z ) =
R 2 ( x ,£  )
i f  x  e [0 , i ]  and  £  e [0 , oo), 
i f  x  e [ i ,  oo) and  £  e [0 , oo),
and
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R i ( x ,£ ) =
R2 (x ,£ ) =
23 _  13 £  + 1 £2 _  13 x + 7 x£ _  3 x£2 + 1 x2 _  3 x2£
10 8 £ ^  3£ 8 A 3X£ 4X£ ^ 3 *  4A £
+ 2 x 2£ 2 _  i2 x 3£ 2 + 24£x 4 _  ^ x 5
23 _  ¥ £  + 1 £ 2 _  120£5 _  13x  + | x £  _  | x £ 2 + ^
i 1 v2 _  3 r 2£ , 1 v2£ 2 __ 1 x2£3T 3 A 4 A £ 2 X £ 12A £
1 + ( x  _  1 ) ( £  _  1 ) + 1  ( x  _  1 )2 (£  _  1 ) 2
i f  0  < £  < x  < 1 ,
i f  0  < x  < £  < 1 ,
i f  1 < £  < ro,
1 + (x  _  1 ) ( £  _  1 ) + 1  ( x  _  1 ) 2(£  _  1 ) 2
11 _  11 £  + 1  £ 2 _  24 x  £ 4 _  4 x  £ 2 + 5 x  £  _  18 x
+ 12  x 2£ 3 _  4 x 2£  + 6 x 2 + ^ £ 5
11  _  1 1  £  + 1  £ 2 _  1  x  £ 2 + 3 x £  _  ¥  x  + 6 x 2 
_ 1 x 2£ + 1  x 3£ 2 _  1  x 4£  + _ L  x 5
4A £ 12A £ 24X £ ^  120A
if  0  < £  < 1 ,
i f  1 < £  < x  < ro,
i f  1 < x  < £  < ro .
Proof.  T his is d em o n stra ted  usin g  an  arg u m en t sim ilar to tha t for T heorem  3.11 in  [6 ]. □
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3. REPRESENTATION OF SOLUTIONS
L et (H , (•,•)%) and  (H , (•, ) be  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb ert spaces o f  con tinuous
func tions on  a set E  in  R n, w ith  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l func tions k and  k , respectively , and  le t 
L  : H  ^  H  be a one-to -one, bounded , lin ea r transfo rm ation . I f  u e H  is a so lu tion  to
Lu  = g  (1)
for a g iven g  e H  th en  u m ay  be expressed  in  term s o f a co m p le te  o rth o n o rm al basis for H  
generated  usin g  L. F o r m o re  d e ta il and  p roofs o f  the  resu lts in  th is section, see [4].
L et { s i be a cou n tab le  set o f d is tin c t po in ts in  E , and  define
Vi = L  * ks,., (2)
where L* : H ^  H  is the adjoint of L .
Theorem 3.1. If {si}°=1 is dense in E , then {V;-}°=1 is a complete set in H  and
Vi = Lks,
for all i e N .
D iscard in g  func tions from  {V;- } ° ° 1 i f  necessary , w e m ay assum e th a t V i + 1 is no t in  
the lin ea r span o f  { V 1, . . . ,  V i} fo r all i e N . A n  o rth o n o rm al basis  {V ;- }i=1 fo r H  can  th en  be 
derived  by app ly ing  the  G ram -S ch m id t o rth o n o rm aliza tio n  p rocess to  {V;- }i=1 :
Vi = £  A k Vk,  (3)
k=1
w here the ySik are o rth o n o rm aliza tio n  coefficients o f {V ;}i=1
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Theorem 3.2. L et { s i} ° = 1 be  a co u n tab le  dense  set o f  po in ts  o f  E , le t g  e H , and  le t u e H  
be a so lu tion  o f L u  = g . T h en  u has the  fo llow ing  H ilb ert space represen ta tion :
oo i
u = E E  ySik g (sk  ) T i . (4)
i=1 k=1
W e observe th a t the  tru n ca tio n
un — E E  P it g ( s k)% . (5)
i=1 k=1
is an  app rox im ation  o f  the  exact so lu tion  u to  L u  = g.
4. STABILITY OF SOLUTIONS AND AN ERROR ESTIMATE
L et T  d eno te  the  te leg rap h  operator:
Tu — utt uxx + 2aut + b u
fo r constan ts a > b > 0. C o n sid e r the  non-ho m o g en eo u s te leg rap h  p rob lem
Tu — f  in  (6 )
sub ject to
u(x ,0 ) — <^(x) and  ut (x ,0 ) — ^ (x )  if  x e [0 , oo). (7)
In  th is sec tion  w e investigate  the  stab ility  o f rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb e rt space so lu ­
tions u to  Tu — f  w ith  re sp ec t to  the  d riv er f  and  ana lyze the  app rox im ation  e rro r w h en  the 
tru n ca tio n  un in  (5) is u sed  in  p lace  o f  u . O ur focus in  th is sec tion  w ill be on so lu tions in  
W (B ^).
T h e fo llow ing  tw o rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb ert space ex istence and  u n iqueness resu lts 
w ere ob ta in ed  in  [ 6 ].
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Theorem 4.1. If f  e Y = L2(Q 00) n ( n4=1 W2(i,1) (noo}) then there exists u e w !̂ 3,3̂  (Qoo) to 
(6 ) satisfying
u(x ,0 ) = 0  = ut (x ,0 ) for all 0  < x < oo. (8 )
Theorem 4.2. Let u and v belong to w !(3,3') (B00 ). If u and v satisfy (8 ) and
T u (x, t ) = Tv(x, t ) for all (x, t ) e BTO, (9)
then u = v on Bm.
Let S : R2 ^  R be defined by
S( x, t ) = -
1  p ( (a 2 - 0 2)( t2 -  x2)) e at if |x| < t,
0  if | x | > t,
where
p ( z ) = E
00 zn
=0 4 n(n \)2 '
The key idea in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is that, for a fixed f  e Y, the function
n x+t-T S(x -  g, t -  t ) f  (g ,T )d g d T,-t+T ( 1 0 )
belongs to W(BTO) and solves the nonhomogeneous telegraph equation
Tu = f  on Boo. (11)
Theorem 4.2 shows that (10) is the unique solution in W (B o ) to (11). It is easy to see that the 
system (6 ) and (7) can be simply transformed into a non-homogeneous telegraph equation 
subject to homogeneous initial conditions. For example, let v(x, t ) = u(x, t ) -  <p(x) -  tft(x);
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th en  (6 ) and  (7) becom e
T v = g  in  B o ,
su b jec t to  the  h om ogeneous in itia l cond itions
v ( x ,0 ) = 0  = vt (x ,0 ) fo r 0  < x  < oo.
H ere  g  = f  + p "  + t f "  -  2 a f  - f i2( p  + t f ) .
R outine  app lica tion  o f  the  techn iques o f  p ro o f o f  T heorem s 4.1 and  4 .2  y ie ld  a 
s tab ility  re su lt fo r the so lu tion  to  (11) in  W (B 00) w ith  re sp ec t to  the  d riv er f  in  Y. To state 
th is re su lt w e w ill in tro d u ce  som e no tation . I f  <p is a con tinuous real fu n c tio n  on  B r , le t its 
un ifo rm  n o rm  be d eno ted  by
\\<P\\u(Br) = max {|<Hxt )| : (x, t) e Br} .
Theorem 4.3. Let f i, f 2 belong to Y and let ui, u2 be the unique solutions in W(Boo) to 
Tui = fi ( i = 1,2) on Boo. Then there corresponds an absolute constant C > 0 with the 
property
llu1 -  u2 \u(Br) < C llf 1 -  f 2||u(Br ),
for all r  e [ 1 , oo).
Proof.  For all (x, t ) e B o ,
u 1 ( x, t )  -  u2 ( x, t)
x+t-T
x-t+T
S ( x  -  %, t -  t ) / 1 ( £ t ) -  / 2 ( / , t ) d %d T
S ince f 1 and  f 2 are con tinuous func tions on B TO,
f 1  f 2 lu(Br ) m ax  1/1 ( x , t ) -  f 2 (x , t ) l  < o .(x,t)eBr
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T herefore, fo r all (x, t ) e Br w e have
t rx+t-T
u i ( x , t )  -  u2 ( x , t )  < | |/ l  -  h \ u(Br) I I S ( x  -  g , t  -  r ) d g d r
D efine a subset △ (x t ) o f  B TO for fixed (x , t ) e B TO by
△ (x,t) = { (g ,r ) e r 2  : |x  -  g | < t -  r , 0  < r  < t } .
S ince S = S (x , t ) is an  ana ly tic  fu n c tio n  on the  cone  |x| < t , and  is con tinuous on |x| < t , 
there  co rresp o n d s a co n stan t C  such that
sup |S (x -  g , t -  r ) |  < sup |S ( g , r ) |  = C < 1 . (12)
(g,r)eA(x,f) (g,r)eA(1,1) 2
H en ce , \ u1 -  u2\u(Br) < C \ f l -  f 2\u(Br) . D
To analyze the  lo ca l un ifo rm  e rro r w h en  the tru n ca tio n  un is u sed  to  app rox im ate  the 
so lu tion  u in  W ( B o ) to  Tu  = g, w e w ill req u ire  th a t the  te leg rap h  o p era to r T  : W'23,3) (Br ) ^  
W( 1 ,1) ( Br ) is boun d ed  for each  in teg er r  > 1. T his is the  co n ten t o f  the  nex t result.
Lem m a 4.4. ([5]) To each  r  > 1 there  co rresp o n d s a real n u m b er Cr = O ( r 2) such tha t
lT u llw2(U )(Br ) < Cr l u l w f 3) (Br),
fo r all u e W2(3,3) (B r ).
I t is im p o rtan t to  m en tio n  here  th a t the  te leg rap h  o p era to r T  is n o t g lobally  boun d ed  
on R K H S s o f  func tions defined  on the sem i-in fin ite  d o m ain  B o . F o r instance , le t u (x , t ) = 
x 2t 2. T h en  it is easy  to see th a t u belongs to  W2(3,3) ( B o), how ever T u does n o t b elong  to 
W2(u ) ( B o ).
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Theorem 4.5. L et g  e W ^ ^ B oo) and  le t r  and  N  be positive  in tegers. L e t ( x;, t j ) e Br 
w here  tj  = j (j  = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,N ), xf = N ( i = j , j  + 1 , . . . ,rN ), and  n = ((2r - 1)N2+2)(N+1) . L e t 
u = u ( x, t ) be the  u n ique so lu tion  in  W2(3,3) ( Br ) to
Tu = g  in  Br ,
u ( x, 0 ) = 0  = ut (x , 0 ) i f  0  < x < r ,
and  le t un be  the tru n ca tio n  o f  u g iven  by (5). T hen  there  exists a positive co n stan t 
Cr = O ( \ f r ) such tha t
u ( x t)  -  un (x, t ) | < Cr llglw2(1,1) (B_ ) ^ N
for all ( x, t ) e Br .
Proof. F or any (x , t ) e Br there  exists (x i, t j ) e Br sa tisfy ing  x i < x , tj < t , and  such tha t 
I x  -  x f |< N and  | t  -  tj |< N . U sing  T u (x ;- , t j) = T u n (x ;- , t j) fo r 0  < j  < N  and  j  < i < r N , it 
follow s tha t
T u (x , t ) -  T u n ( x , t ) = T u ( x , t ) -  T u (x ;-,tj) + T un (x;-, t j ) -  T un (x , t )
T u ( x , t ) -  T u (x i , t j ) + T u n (x , t ) -  T u n (x i ,t j )
O b serv e  th a t
T u ( x , t ) -  T u ( x;, tj ) | = |( r u ( - , • ) ,K (x ,)( - ,•)) -  (T u ( . , •),K (, ,.tj ) ( • ,-))|
= |(T u { .,• ) ,« ( „ ) ( • , • )  - K(xj(tj ) ( • ,^))|
= |(g{^.• ) .% ,,) ( • •  •) -  K (xVj ) ( • .0 )|
(B ) K(x,t) ( •, -) K(xi,tj ) ( •, •) II W2(1’1) (B o).
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S ince •) = R x (•) Q t (•), by usin g  L em m as 2.3 and  2.5 and  the general p ro p erties  o f
an  in n er p ro d u c t w e ob ta in
T u (  x, t  ) - T u (  Xi, t j ) < llg|lW(u )(Boo ) l rx ( ) qt o -  rxi ( ) qtj o i l ,W2CW)(floo )
= ||g||w(u) (Boo ) |r x ( ) qtO  -  rx ( ) qtj O  + rx ( ) qtjO  -  rXi ( ) qh 0 ||,
- | g | W2(1,1) (Bx,) |rx ( )̂ | W21 [0,~ ) |qt (^ -  qtj ( )  | W21[0,1])
+ | g |W2(1,1)(BM) |rx (^ -  rxi ( )̂ | W21 [0,~ ) \qtj ( )̂ | W21 [0,1]
V lx -  xil)
W2(1’1)(Bo )
t -  tj 1 +< V 7 + i  ||g |w2(1.1)(BM)
1
=2 V 7 + \  | g | W(1,1)
2(1,1) (b~ V N ‘
P ro ceed in g  in  the  sam e w ay as w e d id  above, the fo llow ing  in eq u ality  holds:
T un( x , t )  -  Tun( x i,tj ) < 2 \ / r  + 1 |g
2(1,1) (B~ V N ‘
A s a re su lt w e co n c lu d e  tha t
T u ( x , t )  -  Tun ( x , t ) < W r  + 1 |g iw,2(1,1) (B~ )^ /N '
T herefore, it follow s from  (10) that







S (x  -  £ , t -  r ) |g ( ^ , r )  -  gn(£ , r )\d £ d t
S (x  -  £ , t -  t )|Tu(£,t ) -  T un(£ ,T )\d £ d t
S (x  -  I -  T) ( W r + 1  ||g Hw(11>(B„) ̂  ) d£ d T
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< 4 n/ t T T  | |g | l ( i , i ) . B ) sup |S (^ , r ) |
W (B~ \ / N  (?,r)€A(i,i)
C || I
Cr | g | W2(1,1) (BM) - N ’
w h ere  Cr = 4 \ f r  + 1 sup |S (£,t )| < 2 \ / r  + 1 . □
(^,T)eA(i,i)
5. APPLICATIONS
Example 5.1. Solve the  n o n h om ogeneous p artia l d iffe ren tia l eq u a tio n  utt -  uxx + 4ut + u = f  
in  Boo sub ject to  the h om ogeneous in itia l cond itions u ( x ,0 ) = 0  = u t (x ,0 ) fo r x  e (0 , oo); 
here  f  ( x , t ) = 1 -1  xe~ 5x l ( 1 0 0 x 2t 2 -  3 1 12 -  8 1 -  2 ) . O bserve tha t the  ana ly tic  so lu tion  for 
th is p rob lem  is u (x , t ) = 25 x t2e -5x2. T h e  p rob lem  is defined  over Boo and  w e tru n ca te  B TO 
to B5 and  approx im ate  the so lu tion  num erically . T he resu lts  o f  app ly ing  the  rep ro d u cin g  
k ern e l m ethod  w ith  the  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l fu n c tio n  in  W (B 00) w ith  30  and  95 un ifo rm ly  
d is trib u ted  nodes in  B 5 are  show n in  Tables 1 and  2, respectively . W e observe from  T heorem  
4.5 th a t the  th eo re tica l u p p er b o u n d  for the un ifo rm  e rro r on B5 w hen  N  = 4  and  r  = 5 is 
g iven by
u (  x, t )
V 6  Sup(x,t)£A(i,i)
un (x, t )| <------------------------
< V 6 || f  | W2(U )(Bo o  )
|S( x, t )| 1 f  | W2(1,1)(BM) 
"2
0 .48721 .
H ow ever, the  m uch  m ore accu ra te  resu lts  d isp layed  in  Tables 1 and  2 re flect the
sm oothness o f  the  driver.
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T able 1. R epresen ts  the  abso lu te  e rro r fo r E xam ple  5.1 w ith  30  equally  spaced  nodes in  B5 
in  the space W ( B ).
t/x 0 1 / 2 1 3/2 2 5/2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 / 2 - O X o 1 L/
1 \o1OX
2 2  x 1 0 -7
\o1OX
2 2  x 1 0 -6
1 - - 25 x 1 0 -5 15 x 10-6
\o1OXo 63 x 10-6
t/x 3 7/2 4 9/2 5
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 / 2
\o1OX \o1OXl> o X o 1 L/
1
X o 1 L
/1
oo X o 1 L
/1
1 15 x 10-5 2 2  x 1 0 -5 33 x 10-5 44  x 10-5 55 x 10-5
F ig u re  1. (a ) A p p ro x im ate  S o lu tio n  w ith  30 nodes and  (b ) E x ac t S o lu tio n
Table 2. Represents the absolute error for Example 5.1 with 95 equally spaced nodes in /T in the space W ( Bx,).
t/x 0 1/4 1/2 3/4 1 5/4 6/4 7/4 2 9/4 5/2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1/4 - 14 x 10“7 29 x 1 0 “7 13 x 10“6 Os SO X O 1 V
O
15 x 10“ 8 35 x 10“ 8 U
l
Os X o 1 o
o
97 x 10“ 8 13 x 10“7 18 x 10“ 7
1/2 - - 18 x 1 0 “6 13 x 10“6 72 x 10“ 8 12 x 10“ 7 16 x 10“7 16 x 1 0 “7 27 x 10“7 37 x 10“7 48 x 10“ 7
3/4 - - - 77 x 1 0 -7 42 x 10“7 U
l
Os X o 1 <
1
49 x 10“7 74  x 1 0 “7 10 x 10“6 14 x 10“6 18 x 10“ 6
1 - - - - 27 x 10“6 Os o X o 1 <
1
12 x 10“6 SO Os X o 1 <
1
1 1 x 10“6 15 x 10“6 20 x 10“ 6
t / x 1 1 / 4 3 1 3 / 4 7 / 2 1 5 / 4 4 1 7 / 4 9 / 2 1 9 / 4 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0






6 4  x  1 0 “ 7 7 3  x 1 0 “ 7 8 3  x  1 0 “ 7 9 4  x  1 0 “ 7









1 0  x  1 0 “ 6 1 2  x  1 0 “ 6 1 4  x  1 0 “ 6 1 6  x  1 0 “ 6 1 9  x 1 0 “ 6 2 1 x  1 0 “ 6 2 4  x  1 0 “ 6








9 2  x  1 0 “ 6





1 0  X 1 0 - 5 1 2  x  1 0 “ 5 1 4  x  1 0 “ 5
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Figure 2. (a) Approximate Solution with 95 nodes and (b) Exact Solution
Exam ple5.2. Solve the nonhomogeneous initial value problem utt- u xx +4 ut +u = f , subject 
to u (x ,0) = 0 = ut (x ,0) for x e (0 ,oo); here f  (x ,t) = 2x5 e-x (x2 -  2112 + 4tx2 + 7t2x).
Observe that the analytic solution for this problem is u(x, t ) = x7 t2 e-x . The reproducing 
kernel method is applied with the reproducing kernel function in W (B00) with 30 and 95 
uniformly distributed nodes in B5 shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. As in the previous 
example, the accurate results displayed in Tables 3 and 4 reflect the extreme smoothness of 
the driver.
6 . CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced new reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces, w23,3) ( B o ) 
and a closed subspace W (B ^ ), on a non-rectangular semi-infinite domain, BTO. Despite the 
non-rectangular, non-compact nature of B , the reproducing kernels for these spaces are 
piecewise polynomial functions. We established a uniform approximation result on B r for 
solutions to the non-homogeneous telegraph equation in W (B ^ ) in terms of the number of 
nodes. Finally, we demonstrated the stability of such solutions with respect to the driver.
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T able 3. R epresen ts  the  abso lu te  e rro r fo r E xam ple  5.2 w ith  30  equally  spaced  nodes in  B5 
in  the space W ( B ).
t/x 0 1 / 2 1 3/2 2 5/2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 / 2 - 23 x 10-5
tJ-1OX Ul G\ X o 1 L/
1 \o1OX(Noo 95 x 10-6
1 - - 1 2  x 1 0 -3 Ul X o 1 4̂ 55 x 10-5
tJ-1OX
t/x 3 7/2 4 9/2 5
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 / 2 4 1 x 10-5
tJ-1OXC\ tJ-1OX<N 55 x 10-4 1 x 1 0 - 1
1 53 x 10-4 2 1 x 1 0 -3 34 x 10-3 64 x 10-3 1 1 x 1 0 -1
F igure  3. (a) A pprox im ate  S o lu tion  w ith  95 nodes and  (b) E x ac t S o lu tion
Table 4. Represents the absolute error for Example 5.2 with 95 equally spaced nodes in B 5 in the space W ( B 00).
t /x 0 1 /4 1 /2 3 /4 1 5 /4 6 /4 7 /4 2 9 /4 5 /2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 /4 - 2 4  x 1 0 - 5 14  x 1 0 - 5 4 3  x 1 0 “ 6 7 7  x 1 0 “ 6 10  X  1 0 “ 5 2 2  x 1 0 “ 5 3 4  x 1 0 “ 5 4 3  x 1 0 “ 5 6 9  x 1 0 “ 5 85  x 1 0 - 5
1 /2 - - 9 1 x 1 0 “ 5 4 6  x 1 0 “ 5 4 0  x 1 0 “ 6 7 6  x 1 0 “ 6 4 4  x 1 0 “ 5 7 4  x 1 0 “ 5 13 x 1 0 “ 4 15 x 1 0 “ 5 19  x 1 0 “ 4
3 /4 - - - 8 0  x 1 0 “ 5 17 x 1 0 “ 5 4 6  x 1 0 “ 5 3 9  x 1 0 “ 6 2 1 x 1 0 “ 6 2 0  x 1 0 “ 5 10  x 1 0 “ 4 16  x 1 0 “ 4
1 - - - - 3 6  x 1 0 “ 5 85  x 1 0 “ 6 1 1 x 1 0 “ 4 3 4  x 1 0 “ 4 6 5  x 1 0 - 4 18 x 1 0 “ 4 10  x 1 0 “ 3
t / x 1 1 / 4 3 1 3 / 4 7 / 2 1 5 / 4 4 1 7 / 4 9 / 2 1 9 / 4 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 / 4 1 2  x  1 0 “ 4 1 3  x  1 0 “ 4 2 4  x 1 0 “ 4 2 6  x  1 0 “ 4 4 2  x  1 0 “ 4 4 5  x  1 0 “ 4 4 7  x  1 0 “ 4 1 4  x  1 0 “ 4 2 7  x  1 0 “ 4 3 3  x  1 0 “ 4
1 / 2 2 7  x  1 0 “ 4 6 4  x  1 0 “ 4 5 5  x 1 0 - 4 6 1  x  1 0 “ 4 6 7  x  1 0 - 4 1 0  x  I O - 3 1 3  x  1 0 - 3 5 2  x  1 0 “ 4 3 6  x  1 0 - 4 4 4  x  1 0 - 3




X 0 1 4
^
1 5  x I O - 3 3 0  x  1 0 - 4 3 8  x  1 0 - 4 1 2  x  1 0 - 3 1 1 x  1 0 - 3
tJ-1OX
3 4  x  1 0 - 3 2 0  x  1 0 - 2
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In this work, we have introduced new families w!(m’n') (D) of reproducing kernel 
Hilbert spaces on certain unbounded plane regions D. We have used these spaces to study 
the solutions of linear non-homogeneous hyperbolic partial differential equation problems 
on D. We have demonstrated existence and uniqueness of such solutions under appropriate 
hypotheses on the driver. Local uniform approximation results have been established 
depending on the number of nodes. The local uniform approximation results required a 
careful determination of the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces on which the elementary 
differential operators d /d x and d/d1 are bounded. These conclusions have been applied to 
second order hyperbolic partial differential operators to help us obtain the aforementioned 
local uniform approximation results. Furthermore, stability of such solutions was analyzed 
with respect to the driver. Lastly, we illustrated the efficiency and power of our theoretical 
investigations with two numerical examples.
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3. F U T U R E  W O R K
a) V ary the reg io n  in  rep ro d u cin g  k ern e l H ilb e rt spaces. In  our investigations w e have 
co n sid ered  R K H S func tions defined  on Q TO = [ 0 ,oo) x [0 , 1 ], B = { (x , t ) |  t < x  < 
oo, 0  < t < 1}, Q r = [0 ,r ] x [0 ,1 ], and  B r = { (x , t ) |  t < x  < r , 0  < t < 1}. W e 
con tem p la te  study ing  R K H S func tions on the  fo llow ing  reg io n s:
i) ( [ 0 , o ) n x [0 , 1 ]) ;
ii) ( - o , oo) x [0 , oo) ] ) ;
iii) P  w here  P  is a reg u la r po lygon in  tw o-d im ensions;
iv) P  x [0 ,1 ];
v) D r w here  D r is the  p lan e  d isk  o f  rad ius r  and  cen te r at the orig in;
vi) D r x [0 ,1 ].
b) V ary the  p artia l d iffe ren tia l equation:
i) linear, variab le  coefficients;
* A (x ,y )u x  + B (x ,y )u y  + C (x ,y )u  = f  ( x ,y ) .
W h a t cond itions on A, B, C , and  f  suffice fo r a so lu tion  u e W2(m,n) (Q )?
* A (x ,y)uxx  + 2 B (x ,y)uxy + C (x ,y)uyy + D (x ,y )u x  + E (x ,y)uy  + G (x ,y )u  = 
f  ( x ,y ) .  W h a t cond itions on  A, B, C , D , E , G, and  f  suffice fo r a so lu tion  
u e W2(m,n)(Q )?
ii) C o n sid e r L u  = F  (u )  w here  L  is a linear, constan t-coeffic ien t p a rtia l d iffe ren tia l 
operators;
* A ux + B uy = F ( u ) .  W h a t cond itions on F  suffice to ob ta in  a so lu tion  
u e W(mn) (Q )?  w h ere  m, n > 2.
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* A u xx + 2B uxy + Cuyy + D ux + E u y = F (u ) .  W h a t cond itions on  A, B, C, 
D, E , and F  suffice for a so lu tion  u e W'2m,w)( n ) ?  w h ere  m ,n  > 3.
c) S tudy  the asym pto tic  beh av io r o f  so lu tions in  R K H S to hyperbo lic  p a rtia l d iffe ren tia l 
equations on un b o u n d ed  dom ains.
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